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With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmncsa in the Right
"Saturday,
TiOy, Mora County, New Mexico,
June 30. 1917.

Volume XIV.

$367.25 For the Red Cross
Red Cross Week was a busy
tima for. the ladies of Roy who
espoused the cause of raising our
quota of funds for the relief of
the soldiara at the front. A to
tal of $317.25 was Collected and
forwarded direct to the Ameri
can Ked Cross Headquarters 'at

Mrs. W A De Force
Cecelia Mc Grath
Lucilo Lucero
Trinidad Lucero
Mary Garcia
Candelaria Esqubel
Simoneta Garcia

Washington D. C, by Mrs. F. A.
Roy as President and Mrs. Grace
V Ogden as Secretary.
we can but feel pride in our
people who have responded so
nobly to this call as well as the
Liberty Loan, It took sacrifice
part of many to do it.
OiJ the
Several people donated the use
of their cars for the commlttes
which solcited and rendered service iu other ways equal to very
generous
Among
donations.
them were, The Griner Sisters,
Prof. Russell, Edgar Floersheim
C- - L. Weosell and C. L. Justice;
The ladies who solicited donations deserve credit for undertaking a duty they naturally
shrink from and doing it well.
Following is a list of names of
thosi who contributed to this
fund amounts contributed

T H Blanke.nship

Subscribers to the Hundred
Million Dollar Red Cross
Fund Week June 18-2- 5

ROY

PR Harris

M

'

Christman

DrTFSelf
CL Justice
J Hern

Cloofes Montoya
Carolina Montoya
Carlota Montoya

" Mosquero
Alfred Kress'
Ale IIolme3
W D

.

A G Burleson

Tanner

Paul Kingsbury
Clarence Harvey
Malaquias Baca

$ 1,00

JCLlojd

$

.75

L. C, Kingsbury
W C Wickham
Mrs. Ben Brown
Mrs. K. RDeWeisé

$

.50

FMDoitz

$

.45

$

.L'S

$

.20

M Joliiison
M Elder

, Mrs. J

.

.

"

,

-

'

Mrs. Matilde Roy
Lola Lopes

Solano

j
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As we told you some time ago,
we saved the pictures of the
handsomest men in town to the
last and here he is - - one of the
really unique characters of the
town,
Julius Appel was born at
Mansbach, Germany and came
to the U. S. in April, 1892. For :
a time he was traveling salesman
for a trunk manufacturer at Cincinnati, Ohio, and was also iden
tified with a larga wholesale drv- goods house in Cincinnati. He
landed in New Mexico in Ii'97
and, after a short time with a
prominent Las Vegas firm, ptart
ed in business for himself. He
came to Roy in 1ÍX;3 and luiit ü
one of the first biisir.c?8 honres
in the town also one of the .first!
residences.
He has been here;
most of the time since' brt also
owns one of the best 'business
houses in Springer.and has other

(interests there.

$
$

Eva Burton
;

$

-

Mr. Appel recently

built the
2,íi0room
,y the Fairview
2.0o'Pharinacy and enlarged his store
1.55 last winter. He proposes now
to make further improvements
1.00 inclüífeg a plate g!ass.rJ'ront to
j
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The dawn of tho Fourth m old annual story
Tlie nervov.a mans dread and the small
glory,
The east is yet gray when all tho land rumbles.
And the small cannon pops and tha big crvnncn Crumbles
And the torrid sun creeps through a blue haze of powder.
And the torpedoes snap and tho cannoru boom louder
On the Fourth of July
TKe
,
Fourth of July.

Lightning Kills
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Society's Doin's Lease Ojl Lands

Activities in the lb; of pro- spectmg loroü and mm ira, 3 has
at last struck this mssa and
d
'
eraI parties are in the leasing
business and lands are being
tioned rear Abbott and in Union
County on Cariso and Ute Creeks
Local parties are getting the
"Bug" and will lease and prospect some land in thii vicinity
The. developement of these pos
sibilities has long been retarded
here as homesteaders naturally
did not want developements
made that would jeopardize their
claims to goverrment land.
Conditions are changing now
and development of mineral
Edgar Floersheim. R. F. D, resources will be
welcomed by a
Carries on one of the Roy routes majority tho
still a meonce to
celebrated his 21st birthday Tues those who
have not yet patented
day evening with a family dinner
1
their lands.
at home and later a compay of
youngffriends came in and spent
Frank Lusk, son of Attorney
the evening very pleasantly in and Mrs. J.
has gone to
dancing and social intercourse.
ElPasotoenlisTin the army. He
Edgar has so long filled a man's eaves his homestead and large
a
place in this community that it acreage of crop
for his brother,
is a surprise to many that he has to tend in his
absence. He ex
just now attained his majority. pects ta join an
sr-an-

'

wind! When the body was dis
Mrs. Rev. Hearnand children covered, it was first believed he
and his sister, Mrs. Paxton left had been shot but investigation
The Public is invited to a
Monday for Indiana and Pennsyl showed that lightning had been
Program by the C. E. S. Vania for an extended visit. The
the agent Ehysicians from Roy
July 1, the day appointed toy the Rev. will try batching it during accompanied Judge Foster to the
Red Cross Society as Patriotic their absence.
scene of the tragedy and an inSunday.
quest was held with findings as
PROGRAM
Eufracio Gallegos, the Union here reported. The Corinors
Audiance Co, ranchman and member of the Jury was composed of the follow- America
War Board was in Roy Tuesday ing gentlemen - - V. P. Halter- The War and Why?
Rev. O. W. Hearji. trading. He seems to be rather man, u. n.
j. n. itoy
Whitcomb aissatisaea witn the contract'
'Old Glory,
j. Smith and M. N Baker.
artillery cornsa accepted Ior CIS
Reily-ReaErma Russell Pnce fte
and get into training at once.
Mr. Kelly was born at Mead
wool. 4t cents per pound is a
Talk 0 Red Cross Work.
Pennsylvania Oct. 2, 1872 Little Delbert Brown, son cf A
ville.
which
been
has
refused by
washout caused by a local
Mrs. Willcox. price
s
lived
and
as a child at Marion Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown, cele- shower near Tucumcari delayed1
some wool growers.
Solo
Clara Martin
Marseilles
Indiana. As a man he has been brated his 7th birthday Tuesday
. The Mills Base Eall Team will employed for many years as a a band of little friends met at the Northbound "Polly" Wednes
America is the War and Why?
day for an hour.
Irviñ Ogden play the Springer team at Spring- Window Glass blower at Fredonia his home to aid in' the event.
Dorothy Gibbs er Sunday July 1st The Spring- Cansas. He homesteaded on thitf Delbert is quite proud of it tu"
"The Flag"
A party at the home of Rev.
"Old Glory" Double Quartette er Team has guaranteed not to mesa in 1909 and his family has is growing, up entirely too6lowly
Mrs. G. B. Hall on the farm
and
cancel the date this time. If you resided here since, he coming to suit him. Mrs. Brown and
Song - Red, White and Blue,
Wednesday
evening given in
"Audience want to . ee a real Eall Game go home in the summer and work his sister Genevieve attended honor of Miss Lillian
Purdum,
to Springer, Sunday.
ing at his trade in the winter. to the refreshments for the who
is
guest
the
of
Miss
Erma
He has been a very successful young gentlemen present at the
Hall,
f. E. Mitchell, came in from Miss Inez Cate, resigned her farmer
attracted
company
a
of 39
party.
and a good citizen.
or more young people. Games
Albert Tuesday to meet Mrs. position at Dr. Plumlee's HospiHis 'son Ralph Kelly aged 21
and a feast of
Mitchell and their daughter, tal and went to her home at Socake
Miss Carol, who are just return- lano Sunday to prepare for the resides in St. Loui$ and his wife
We learn just as we go to and other good things kept them
ed from Weli$sly College, New harvest of her wheat crop and and daughter Lillian,' ' aged 14 re- press of the marriage of Miss amused and intesested. The al'
York. They tare guests at ; the get ready to plant a still larger side here.
Vera Burton to Mr. Jack Mills, ways superb resreshments whick
was
fromjhe
Wednesday, June 27thi are served át the Hall horae
F. A. Roy home until they left acreage for next year. Friends Funeral Services
ifcáivy fnendu
Saturday,
-residence
for their home on th runoV,
f
is
all
we heard but we ven i make an invitation to be guect
That
,
v
J
'
wv. ill 1WJ
rcatMlK . HUM
v
being in attendance,
ereftey
a delight,.
to extend congratulti9np;
?
ic
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Mr. and Mrs. J B' Russell
M
Geo. Ray
Mrs. Henrietta Russel
Francisco Baca. y Sandoval
Mrs. Thos. McGrath
Tbos. McGrath

Felix Aguilar
Luciano Aguilar

..j.L.

'.

ding.

John Schneider

Frank Lukasek

Trujillo

T Porter

"-J-

C L Wensell
R E Lortz
Leandro Archuleta

Charley Davis
Herbert Davis
Leo. S Davis
H H Mayberry

'

;wuhts.;.w

.

FLSchultz

J G Smith
5 F Davis

rAu,,

ffar.

Busk,

P E Anderson

'

$ 2.50

Pa-riot-

TO Scott

J

-

,

t-

!

KurWai.'fct.

War Program by Endeavor

E J Floersheim
Theresa Matthews
Louise Lojrery

J A Clark
TA Smith
Geo. 0 Cable

.20

no-cou- nt

A A Lucero

A

Lav,---.- ?i-

the ncrth along 3d. Street.
Julias is n strictly business
man and plays his card "Close to
his vest, " he is a genial sort,
popular with .tbe ladies, and was
once mistaken for a French
James Kelly, one ot the pioJ II Chriswell
.50 Count - - - He vehemently proA wedding got by us last week
tested
he
was
German
a
that
homesteaders of this mesa owing to
neer
Paul Plank
the youth and inexperi-- ;
He received his final was killed by lightning at his
'
W L Groce
ence of the contracting parties
citizenship papers from Judge home six miles S)uth of Roy
Miss E Perkins
their bashulness. It was
Mills, of Las Vegas in 1S93. He last Friday.
He was hoeing
J 8 Horton
of Frank Seidel and Emma
that
has many relatives in the Ger- weeds in his corn field when a
Mrs. A M Woodward
both of Rov. Thev went
Army and it is a bitter cross bolt from a small cloud passing
man
Miss Inea Cate
quietly to Judge Foster's office
to him but his .allegiance is to over struck him on the head,
Holly Johnson
Sunday evening, June 24th and
$ 1.50
the country of his adoption and cutting several gashes and scorch
were married, then went ove:
$ ,25 no one is more earnestly wishing ing his hair and clothing slightly
$ 2.00 R II Thomas
Chautauqua and after that
the
for the end of the World War The handle of the hoe was brok
Albert
home. The news didn't get to
than he,
en and still grasped in his hand,
us until after press day, hence
Albert sent in their contribution
Death had been instantaneous the delay in reporting it.
of $50.00 by "T. K Mitchell.
It Miss Ruth Robertson, of Moun and the body had not moved
Here's congratulations all a
arrived to late for thcremittance tain View, community north of after it fell. The hat was found
round
and wishing them no end
but was forwarded later.
Mills, was a pleasant caller at at a distance from the body hav
of happinessr
this office Monday.
'$ xoo
ing been carried doubtless by thej

FDMeffert
S

$

E H Hughes
Sanford Harten
Mrs. Hiram Upton
W E Palmer
$.2.50 Joe Allen
A L Newman

Melville Floersheim
Miss Dbrjthy Gibbs

J

J

."

"

Eufrania Montoya

HE Dean

Baird

wwptaJja;
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.

Josephine Montoya

H

Milton Floersheim
Sam Strong
F E Ivey
Dr Carus Plumlee
Roy Telephone Co.
R A Pendleton
C H Hand

J

ff,-

IT"1"""

Pedro Miera
Monica Maenta

Mrs.

Jacob Floersheim
F B Strong
Win. G Johnson

Mrs.

.

Garcia

Floersheim Mcirrantile Co. $50.00 J T Smith
$50.00
Goodman Mercantile Co.
Piedad Vigil
Roy Trust & Savings Bank$r0.00
$10.00
W. II. I3um
Tequezquite Meea
Campfire !irls
$10.00
F M Hughes

Mrs. F. A. Roy
Mrs. W H Willcox
Mr. C C Belknap
Mrs. C C Belknap
Judge F H Foster

?""

.50

$

Leandro Aguilar
Isedo'-it- a

' Lf f IZA.??

.

Miss Aurelia

Dr. M. I). Gibbs
F. S. Brown

l"""
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I1EYS TO DATE
PARAGRAPHS

ill

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Gen. Chang Hi an
China.
Marcelo Caraveo,

Is

Mexican rebel
general, has applied for amnesty and
offered to surrender with bis entire
command.

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRE 8 ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

HEW MEXICANS

nun auto plovs

PLACED ON DRAFT REGISTRATION ROLL ON JULY 6TH.

Maimed Soldiers of France Are

32,203

ot

dictator

NEW MEXICO

STATE NEWS

!

If"

Trained in New Work.

With the approval of the Finnish
Figures Showing Total Number Endiet and the provisional government
rolled In Each County for '
the Finnish senate has ordered the W.it.rn N.wtpapar Union New, Service.
Selective Drjft.
requisition of all cereals.
COMINO EVENTS.
Travelers arriving from Stettin, Ger- July 4. Races at Albuuuerqus 6peed
way.
Weatera N.wtpap.r Union New Service.
many, report hunger riots in that city, July
Annual Iteunlon oC Cowboys
Santa Fe. The official report on
mainly by women and children. Troops
aaaoclatlon at Laa Venas.
27. Bar Aaaoclatlon meeting at registration
were called out to quell the disturb- Auk.
in New Mexico made by
Kobwell.
Sept.
8
ance.
Seventh Annual Northern Federal Disbursing Officer R. C. Reld
New Mexico Fair at Katon.
2
shows a total of 32,003. Of these
Sixteen children, only two of whom
are whites; 199 negroes; 4,324 at
were 5 years of age, the victims of
Many new buildings are going up
tens; 108 alien enemies. It is estithe last German air raid on London, in Clovis.
100 have registered since June
were given a public funeral at LonOtero county is to be provided with mated Including
6th.
enlistments already
don.
a county hospital
made
is
the census esbelieved
it
congress
of
The Social Democratic
Otero county is to be provided with timate of 34,382 will be exceeded.
Finland has adopted resolutions de- a county hospital.
Reid said that 10,000 of the whites
manding separation of Finland from
county
Qurry
planning
are
registered indicated no claim for exfarmers
indeRussia and the formation of an
work.
emption.
pendent republic.
county
Otero
are
with
busy
farmers
The following table shows the total
A dispatch from Vienna says that
macy farming projects.
registration by counties:
Archduke Maxmilllan, brother of Em.
Total
A new and modern water plant Is
peror Charles, has been betrothed to
Total Total Total Kne- process
in
CruLas
of
installation
at
COUNTY.
White Cold Aliena mlea
the Princess Francolse, second daugh26
126 .
2
2.122
Bernalillo
ces.
ter of Prince Conrad
28
62
61
1,632
Chaves
2
27
The northern half of New Mexico Colfax
714
of Trlest
1,766
27
86
981
'2
Porto Rico has brought Its regiment subscribed $597,500 to the Liberty Curry
1
8D1
1
321
Dona Ana
1
7
76
1.046
Eddy
of Infantry of the United States army Loan bond issue.
28
2,428
1,295
I
Grant
to full war strength 1,869 men by
New Mexico women are preparing Guadalupe .... 937
45
..
10
the voluntary enlistment of 600 men to can vegetables is order to save Lincoln
709
..
135
1
10
381
495
Luna
within less than one month, and a to- the food supply.
1
647
622
McKlnley
4
tal Increase ot approximately 1,400
7
..
1,017
Fire destroyed Bl Vado, in Rio Ar- Mora
1
1
138
404
men In less than a year.
riba county, the loss being reported Otero
2
23
Quay
1,046
t
Along the Russian northern front at more than $500,000.
15
..
663
..
Hooaevelt
1
1
12
1,114
....
Arriba
Rio
south of Smorgon, German airplanes
A penitentiary convict, James O. San Juan
1
. .
874
have dropped leaflets which read: Lynch of Roswell, Invested all of his Ban Miguel ... 1,861
4
18
4
3
6
416
..
Bandoval
"Thanks for the long rest during savings, $800, In Liberty bonds.
S
8
43
1,016
Fe
fianta
which fraternization enabled us to
61
..
847
Many Italians at Albuquerque not Blerra
1
204
2
1,624
Socorro
transfer troops to the western front only bought Liberty bonds,
are
2
4 '
but
687
..
,
Taos
to hold up the attack of the English
..
987
..
43
Torrance
owners of Italian bonds.
1,726
and French. Now enough are transUnion
7
8
..
Hilario Ortiz of Santa FÓ has been Valencia
796
ferred. We are going to fight and will
permanently
practicing
from
disbarred
fire on fraternizers."
108
4,824
19
.27,571
Total
law in the New Mexico courts.
The Petrograd Novoe Vremya prints
people
en
Carlsbad
out
turned
a big advertisement from an unnamed
Apportions $40,000 for 8chools.
American corporation which declares masse to see Company B off for the
Fe. State School SuperinSanta
that it has assigned $20,000,000 for the mobilization camp at Albuquerque.
tendent J. H. Wagner has announced
Governor LIndsey appointed R. D. an apportionment of 34 cents to each
purchase in Russia of antiques, pictures, porcelain and tapestries. Maxim Bruce county commissioner of' Eddy person in the state enumerated for
Gorky has issued a furious protest, de- county, vice W. T. Warklns resigned. school purposes. The total enumerascribing the plan as "roberry of our
The Santa FÓ machine shops at Al- tion is 118,473, and the amount apnational treasuries." He demands a buquerque paid the heaviest payroll portioned is $40,280.82. By counties
law similar to that in Italy forbidding in their history. It amounted to
Is is as follows, the first figures; bethe export of works of art.
,
ing the enumeration and the second
The state land office sold 19,201 the amount apportioned:
SPORTING NEWS
10,878
acres of land at a sale at Clovis, Bernalillo
$3,698.62
Standing of Weetera League Ciaba.
2,182.11
6.418
CLUBS.
Won. Lost. Pet. prices ranging from $5 to $15 per Chaves
1,838.72
6,408
Colfax
Dea Moines
22
86
.621
acre.
,1,034.2!
8,042
Curry
26
85
Omaha
.681
1,950.24
5,736
Dona
Ana
Joplln
32
84
The making of Navajo blankets at Eddy
.ill
1,380.06
4,069
26
Lincoln
83
.66! Gallup
2,362.32
6,948
has become an important and Grant
29
28
.60S
Sioux City
4,328
1,471.62
Guadalupe
profitable industry since the opening
25
81
.444
Denver
952.00
2,800
Lincoln
Ht. Joseph
85
21
.376
ot the war.
962.24
2,801
Luna
8
,31(
18
Wfchlta
1,689.60
4,675
Mora
The Dona Ana county farm bureau McKlnley
630.70
1,865
Mrs. Ellen R. Allen of Denver nc v has now actively undertaken the work Otero
967.98
2,847
1,468.80
4,320
holds the record for women in the outlined for the bureau at the organ- Quay
6,960
2.023.00
Klo Arriba
Lakewood Country Club golf course.
1,028.16
ization meeting.
3,024 Hooaevelt
668.44
1,966
Kandoval
The American Association will not
The first arrest for violation of the Ban
673.88
1,982
Juan
.1
return to the double umpiring :.,
2.834.92
8,338
new federal statute, making it a crime San Miguel
2,609.64
7,381
this season unless a majority oi .he to sell liquor to a soldier in uniform, Santa Fe
460.36
X 1,364
Sierra
clubs request It, President Hlckey was made at Central.
1,864.36
5,464
Socorro
1,494.96
4,397
said.
Thousands thronged the streets at Taoa
1,042.44
8,066
Torrance
1,973.70
6,805
Though he bears fourteen bullet Santa Fé to witness the annual pa- Union
8,641
1.237.94
Valencia
scars received in the earlier battles geant celebrating the capture of Sanabout Ypres, Charley McCarthy, tha ta Fé by the Spaniards.
Escaping Prisoner Shot by Posse.
Canadian boxer, former member ol
The yield of beans In Torrance
the "Princess Pats," was accepted as county will be almost three times as
Santa Fé. Juan Reyes Pino, sena recruit for the First Minnesota ar- great as last year, and almost ten tenced to serve seven years in Lea- tillery.
Lenworth prison for breaking into a
times as large as in 1915.
car and stealing from an Interstate
Maintaining the fine form that hai
The first flag presented to the memmarked his play throughout the tour- bers of G company, New Mexico Na- shipment, and who escaped from jail
nament, Jack Hutchinson, the profes- tional Guard, organized Oct. 22, 1881, here, with his brother, was shot and
killed by a posse headed by Deputy
sional, entered from the Allegheny Is now on display at Albuquerque.
United States Marshal Alfredo DelCountry Club, won the national open
With the arrival of more units of gado Belén. Pino was traced to his
patriotic golf tournament at White
Marsh, Philadelphia, over a field ot the First Regiment and Battery A, the home there and the house surrounded.
National Guard camp at Albuquerque,
When called on to surrender he opennearly 100 contestants.
Is getting under way in earnest.
ed fire on the posse, which fired a
GENERAL
Albuquerque has been selected as return volley killing Pino. His brothNearly 300 tons of fish were broughl
next meeting place for the annual er Desiderio Pino, is still at large.
into the Boston port In one day. The the
encampment of the department of
bottom fell out of prices.
New Mexico, Grand Army of the ReDeer Rides In Automobile.
Reports to National Red Cross War public.
Santa Fé. A deer riding in a tourCouncil Friday night show $77,000,OOC
The first woman victim of the war ing car was one ot the unusual sights
collected of the $100,000,000.
In New Mexico, so far as is known seen along El Camino real when Mrs.
The Danish steamship Orion, a ves- at Las Vegas, is Mrs. Conrado Lucero,
J. L. Ford of Anthony, took a pet
sel of 1,848 tons gross register, was who died of fright because she
feared
sunk by a German submarine June 4th her husband would be forced to join deer in her motor car to El Paso and
presented it to the city for Its Plaza
In the North sea.
the army.
Park.
Emma Goldman and Alexander
Hurley will celebrate on the Fourth.
Berkman, anarchists, Indicted by fed
James A. French of Santa Fé, W.
Life Term for Juan Angel.
t
eral grand jury in New York for
E. fMoses of Glenrlo, Hugh Seaberg
Las Vegas. Juan Angel, who
East
activities.
of Raton, Eugene Kempentch of Pe- pleaded guilty to murder in the secRear Admiral William N. Potter, U. ralta and J. E. Reinburg of LaUnlon ond degree, was sentenced by Judge
S. N., retired, died suddenly at hli were delegates to the federal military
David J. Leahy in the District Court
home at Whitehall, N. Y., from apo- highway convention at Denver.
here to serve a sentence of ninety to
plexy. He was 67 years old.
Final official figures on the total one hundred years in the state peniOwen Cattell and Charles F. Phií registration In Grant County June 5th tentiary.
Hps of New York, former Columbia under the federal draft law show that
university students, were found guil- 3,761 men between the ages of 21 and
Appointed Dental Examiner,
ty of conspiring to obstruct operation 30 registered, or 88 per cent of the
Santa Fe. Dr. M. J. Moran of Dem-invote cast at the 1916 general elecof draft law.
secretary of the state board of
Alfredo Cocchl, wanted by the New tion.
dental examiners, has been appointed
At least 100 ministers of the gos- by the National Defense Council to be
York authorities for trial on the
pel in New Mexico are to hold a official dental examiner for New Mexcharge of murdering Ruth Cruger,
girl, was arrested at Bologna week's session at the State college, ico.
beginning Aug. 19th. The principal
by Italian authorities.
Appointed Highway Commission.
In New York Honora May O'Brien, object of the meeting will be a disaged 28, was awarded $225,000 In a cussion of rural life subjects, especialSilver City. Charles E. Johnson,
incounty surveyor, has been appointed
breach of promise suit against John ly the problem of making farm life
teresting for boys.
by the State Highway Commission
B. Manning, a retired millionaire
Ruby Graham, the girl whom as county highway engineer for Grant
banker, aged 65, of Long Island.
Charles Mitchell called up on the tele- county.
Slgnor William Marconi, speaking in phone
at Albuquerque to hear the
New York at a dinner given by Mayor
shot with which he ended his life, was
James R. Waddlll Dead.
Mitchel in honor of the Italian mistoo much overcome by nervous prosDemlng.
James R. Waddlll, former
sion, declared that his country's
to attend the coroner's inquest Congressman from Missouri and for
prompt refusal to join Germany in a tration
but the jury got enough evidence on twenty-fivyears a member of the
War of aggression was the decisive
which to base a suicide verdict and New Mexico bar, died here following
to
enabled
stem closed the case.
France
factor which
a long illness.
the tide ot invasion.
Mark E. Muagrave, animal inspecSensational allegations of a wide- tor for the United States biological
Large Crop Acreage In Grant.
spread traffic in girls In New York re- survey, retarded to Albuquerque from
Silver City. The farmers of Grant
sulted In Police Commissioner Wood's Cowles, on the Pecos national forest
county have responded patriotically
ordering a rigid investigation of the
reports that wild animals thought to the appeal of the nation and state
charges. His action followed the an- He
to be grizzly bears, have killed be- for greater orop production this year.
nouncement that between 700 and 800
tween thirty and forty bead of cattle According to Ansel W. Gardner, aggirls- - have disappeared from their
in
that region.
ricultural demonstration agent for this
homes since Jan. 1.
The
Santa Fé Woman's Auxiliary to county, representing the state college
Gold amounting to $11,000,000 was
Council of Defense is now making at Mesilla Park, the corn crop planted
received in New .York from Canada, the
plans for a public market, where veg- Is 40 per cent' greater than In any forbringing the total for the present
and other products from gard- mer year, while the bean acreage exmovement up to $59,500,000 and mak- etables
by the school children ceeds last year's by 60 per cent. In
ens
cultivated
ing the aggregate imports, of the metal
gáfdeners will tor addition large1 quantities: of potato
other
volunteer
and
from all sources since the first of th
old.. ' '
'
ed ha been planted , .
year 159.600009.

Schools Established to Enable Farm-er- e
to Take Up Their Old
Profession Again.
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DURING THE PAST VEEK

26-2-

27,-87-

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
'CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.
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ABOUT THE WAR
. Canadians rout Teutons near Lens.
Germans In Champagne repulsed
and French advance Une on
600-yar-

front
Admiral Sims, U. S. N, has been
named head ot the allied fleet In Irlah
waters.
Russians repulsed in attempted
raids on Teuton positions In Volhynla
and Galicia.
The Austrian cabinet has resigned.
Poles Join Slavs In fight on German
cruelties.
On the Chemln des Dames front the
Germans succeeded In wresting a salient from the French.
Russian delegates pass vote of confidence In government and order early
resumption of hostilities.
Over 1,034 vessels of all nations enter French ports and 1,015 depart during week ending June 14.
The Standard Oil tanker John D.
and
Archbald was sunk by a
four ot the crew are missing.
German attempts to regain trenches
in the vicinity of Vauialllon from the
French were driven back with heavy
losses.
East of Epehy a German raiding
party was repulsed by the' British.
The Germans left their dead In wire
entanglements. '
Russian Black sea fleet sailors revolted and seized officers whom they
accused of plotting to put the Czar
back on the throne.
In Volhynla and Galicia the Russians are bombarding the
lines and a resumption of infantry Vtacks is expected.
French drove the Germans back
southeast of Moronvllllers. Near
the French penetrated the German line but were driven out.
Count Clam Martlnlc, Austrian prea
mier, has been unable to
new cabinet and has asked the Emperor to relieve him ot the task.
In the Mediterranean
the British
armed transport Cameronian, formerly a German liner, was sunk by a submarine. The captain and sixty-twothers were killed.
Twenty-seveBritish ships of more
than 1,600 tons have been sunk according to the weekly British summary given out June 20th. Five British vessles under 1,600 tons also were
sent to the bottom. No fishing vessels
were destroyed.
Austro-Ger-ma-

n

Car-nlll-

n

WESTERN
James E. Gorman was elected president of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway Company at a directors' meeting in New York.
Charlie Chaplin, movie comedian,
has sold his pictures for the coming
year for a sum exceeding $1,000,000,
it was announced at San Francisco.
Cowardice of the man she loved and
the collapse of the "higher romance"
were charged by Miss Bessie Lusk
against Dr. David Roberts, whose wife
Miss Lusk slew at Waukesha, Wis.
Patrick Cudahy, who retired a year
ego, returned to the harness Jn Chicago, resuming his duties as head ot
Ms big packing firm, while his two
tons drill and fight for Uncle Sam.
Officials of the Metal Mine Workers, which called the strike in progress, state at Butte, Mont., that since
the organization of the union about
ten days ago more than 6,000 miners
have joined.
Federal officials announced that forty of the fifty-fivmen recently Indicted at Dallas, Tex., for alleged seditious conspiracy against the enforcement of the selective draft law have
been arrested.
e

WASHINGTON
Police put an end to all suffragist
picketing of the White House.
The first issue of farm loan bonds,
it was announced, will be offered the
public about July let.
Sixteen companies of national guard
engineers were ordered Into active
ervice by the War Department
Following receipt of war registration returns from Wyoming and Kentucky, making the nation's final total
enrollment 9,649,938. Provost Marshal
General Crowder announced that draft
regulations will be ready for publicabefore the
tion July 1st two months
'
first call to the colors.
Senator Shafroth of Colorado had a
conference with the President seeking
administration support of his coal
land and water power bill. The coal
bill proposes the sale of coal lands, in
blocks not exceeding 250 acres at
$10 minimum price per acre, and $20
when within fifteen miles of a railroad. The water power bill proposes
the purchase of sites upon terms
agreed to by the secretary of the in' ...
,
terior.
Liberty loan subscriptions totaled
$3,015,226,850,
an oversubscription of
nearly E2 per cent.
'

.
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What Is called a "Motor Culture"
school hus been established at
Just outside of Troyes.
It inaugurates a new era in French agriculture,
Fifty army nurses of the older
classes are there, teaching maimed soldiers to run automobile plows and other traction implements of every sort
In four crews the pupils, in turn,
drie the tractors in the field, learn
repair work at the forge and the principle of the motor in a series of lectures. As soon as they are able to
repuir a broken part as well as drive
a motor efficiently, they are placed at
the disposal of the mechanical cultivating commission and assigned to
one of the farming centers that has
been provided with motor Implements
for the common use of the farmers of
the neighborhood.
This is only one of a number of
similar schools in France. At Ondes,
Bordeaux,
Grlgnon
Grenoble,
and
Noisy le Grand, also, maimed farmers and farm laborers who comprise
60 per cent of the total of soldiers who
have suffered amputation are being retrained for the new method of farmv
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The purpose Is to prepare the mutilated soldiers to take up their old
professions, If possible, or another If
physical disability prevents.
The experience of the school at
Chapelle-Salnt-Lu- c
tends to show that
the use of tools appropriate to work
that Interests' the patient Is far more
effective in relieving and curing
anklyosls, due to wounds, than any of
the special mechanical
appliances.
Many a mechanic who dreamed of
country life before the war is limbering up his muscles In learning to
handle farm Implements ; on the oier
hand, many a farmer who had lost
Interest in his calling Is losing tiif
stiffness of his Joints by the manipulation of tools of the cabinet maker
and mechanic.
Bosketmaklng Is a favorite trade
adopted on the edge of the Champagne
wine country, where the great demand
for champagne baskets keeps these
war apprentices busy. Locksmiths,
tinsmiths, horseshoers, blacksmiths
and shoemakers also are turned out
by these establishments.
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Modest and Good Humored.

Whntever other qualities the men
of the Officers' Training corps may possess there can be little doubt of their
modesty and good humor.
Two. ol
the men were discussing the probabli
trend of their work at Plattsburg
while waiting for necessary papers
at the Officers' Training Camp, association. "I certainly like the artillery," said one, "and I'm going to do
nil I can to get into It." "Well," said
his companion, "if you get Into the artillery my ambition will be to get af
far from It as possible. Tou know I'd
hate to be shot by a friend, and 1
can't imagine you near guns withoul
some slight mistake occurring." "Funny enough," answered the ambitious
artilleryman, "but some day, my boy,
I'll come thundering np to save youi
battalion." "In whlchi case," was the
answer "my head will doubtless be removed from the rear." "In which
case," was the Instant rejoinder, "little damage will hove been done. From
a military standpoint there is only one
place for a head like that, and that If
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Swedish Drill.

They were in the squad under training at a certain military center who
furnished a contrast not uncommon
these days. One was tall and wiry,
the other short and puffy, and an hour
of Swedish drill had set the lesser of
the two to blowing hard.,
"I can't stand much of this," he
whispered. "I'm simply all out," and
at that moment the drill sergeant Intimated that he would give them another spell before they dismissed.
off." New York Times.
This was too much. The podgy patriot felt It was time to protest.
May Give Language to World.
"I'm really awfully sorry to seem
Our language has beeSJmodlfled by
In addressing you, sir," he
the multiplicity of tongues of those
who have come to our shores, and to said, "but this Swedish drill Is more
this extent we have been automatical- thnn I can face in my present condly developing the speech which has in ition; besides," he added, dolefully, "1
It the elements of universality. There never knew we were at war with Swenever has been and there may never den."
be a speech suited to all the races, but
America, with over a hundred millions CUTICURA HEALS SORE HANDS
of people speaking the one tongue and
with a great commercial future before That Itch, Burn, Crack, Chap uni
It may carry that tongue to the ends
Bleed Trial Free.
of the earth. As the land of adoption
In a wonderfully short time In most
of so many millions of Europe, Its distinctive speech may present less objec- cases these fragrant, super-creations to the peoples of Europe than emollients succeed. Soak hands on re
that of England. Much will depend tiring In the hot suds of Cutlcura Soap
upon how distinctive It becomes and dry and rub Cutlcura Ointment lnti
how well it serves the purposes of di- the hands for some time. Remove sur
rect expression.
plus Ointment with soft tissue paper
Free sample each by mail with Book
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L
Charitable Mason.
G. F. Townsend, a Santa Ana pion- Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
eer, who died there recently, left a meA Willing Victim.
morial behind him of no mean characMargaret, aged four, had eaten on
ter. He left $10,000 to be placed at
Interest for thirty years, by which time of two boxes of berries that her moth
it will have reached a sum of $100,-00- er had purchased for company. Hei
At the end of that period the will mother cried, "What would you do U
provides that the trustees purchase you had a little girl and she ate I
a good tract of land and erect thereon whole box of strawberries?"
a home for Indigent members of the
"Oh, mamma !" she exclaimed eager
Masonic lodge to which the deceased ly, "I'd make her eat the other box."-T- he
belonged, and other members of the
Christian Herald.
order. The man who bequeathed this
fund for such an excellent purpose was
If you wfeh beautiful, clear whlb
not rich, the estate subject to probate clothea, nee Red Croat Bag Blue. At al
0.

being $100,000.

Los Angeles Times.

good grocers.
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Prospective

Hubby

Bride.

Comment
"My salary Is four thousand dolían
"John, that man actually swore at
year. Couldn't you Uve on that?"
a
me."
.
suppose I could manage to llv
"He did. How brave a man is when on "I
replied the girl, "but I expect
It,"
he's not married to. the, woman."
ed to do a lot of entertaining- after
was married."
.
Easy Trail:
"Did you see .where the government'
When Your Eyes Need Care
has unearthed; an onion trust?' w , '
'
Try Murine Eye Remedy
'"Yes f how do yorj supposé they got
Ho Smartlnr
Jnrt r. Comfort. WaiMI a
;
i
oí
Brnigiita or mail. Writ, for Vr By. Book.
scent
ltT
'
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"Poor old Bobby Burns I" he said. ing out of It. I'd do It again tf I ,nBO
t,
"We'd raised him from a pup. Got a chance, and do It better."
"It was not Sidney."
him In a grape basket"
"Aw, chuck It I"
The sick man opened his eyes.
"It's a fact I got here not
minutes after you left. The girl wt
CHAPTER XXIII.
still there. It was someone else. Sid'
Max had rallied well, and things ncy was not out of the hospital last
looked bright for him. His patient night She attended a lecture, and
did not need him, but K. was anxious then an operation."
Joe listened. It was undoubtedly a
to find Joe ; so he telephoned the gas
relief to lAm to know that It bad not
office and got a day off.
For the present at least K.'s re- been Sidney; but if K. expected any
vealed Identity was safe. Hospitals remorse, he did not get It
"If he Is that sort, he deserves what
keep their aecrets well. And It Is
doubtful If the Street would have he got," said the boy grimly.
And K. had no reply. But Joe was
been grently concerned even hod it
known. It had never heard oft Ed- glad to talk. K. got It by degrees his
wardes, of the Edwardes clinic, or the mad flight Into the darkness, until his
Its medical gasoline gave out; his resolve to walk
Edwardes operation.
knowledge comprised the two Wilsons back and surrender himself at Schwitand the osteopath around the corner. ter's, bo that there could be no misWhen, as would hnppen soon, It learned take as to who had committed the
of Max Wilson's injury, It would be crime.
"I Intended to write a confession' and
more concerned with his chances of
recovery than with the manner of it then shoot myself," he told K. "But
That was as It should be.
But Joe's affair with Sidney had
been the talk of the neighborhood. If
the boy disappeared, a scandal would
Twenty people had
be inevitable.
seen him at Schwitter's and would
know him again.
To save Joe, then, was K.' first
care.
At first it seemed as If the boy had
frustrated him. He had not been home
all night. Christine, waylaying K. in
the little hall, told him that.
"Mrs. Drummond was here," she
said. "She Is almost frantic. She says
Joe has not been home all night. She
says he looks up to you, and she
thought if you could find him and
would talk to him "
"Joe was with me last night We j
bad supper at the White Springs hotel. Tell Mrs. Drummond he was In
good spirits, and that she's not to
worry. I feel sure she will hear from
him today. Something went wrong
with his car, perhaps, after he left

LEARN THE POINTS OF A SOUND HORSE
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time I waa sitting waiting, I kept
thinking It was you who were operat"Did you ever hear of Edwardes, the ing! Will he really get well?"
surgeon? the Edwardca operation,
"It looks promising."
"I should like to thank" Doctor Edyou know. Well, he's here. It sounds
like a miracle. They found him sitting wardes?'
The nurse was a lo.jg time getting
on a bench in the hall downstairs."
Sidney raised her head, but she the ammonia. But something had hapcould not see the miraculously found pened to K. that savored of the marEdwardes. ' She could see the familiar velous. His faith In himself was comfaces, of the staff, and that other face ing back not strongly, with a rush,
ne had been
on the pillow, and she gave a little but with all humility,
cry. There was K.I How like him loath to take up the burden ; but, now
to be there, to be wherever anyone that he had It he breathed a sort of
was In trouble! Tears came to her Inarticulate prayer to be able to
carry It
eyes the first tears she had shed.
Sidney held out her hand to him.
As if her eyes had called him, be
"What should I do without ycu, K.?"
looked up and saw her. He came
toward her .at once. The staff stood she asked wistfully.
"All you have to do Is to want me."
back to let him pass, and gazed after
him. The wonder of what had hapHis voice was not too steady, and
pened was growing on them.
he took her pulse In a most businessK. stood beside Sidney, and looked like way to distract her attention from
down at her. Just at first It seemed It But as he rose from the chair beas If be found nothing to say. Then : side her low bed, she put out her hand
'
"There's Just a chance, Sidney, dear. to him.
Don't count too much on it. If you
"K."
will watt somewhere near, I'll see that
"Yes, dear."
you have Immediate word."
"He was out with Carlotta. He
"I am going to the operating room." promised, and he broke his promise."
"Not to the operating room. Some"There may have been reasons. Supwhere near."
pose we wait until he can explain."
His steady voice controlled her hys"How enn he explain?" And, when
teria. But she resented it She was he hesitated : "I bring all my troubles
not herself, of course, what with strain to you, as If you had none. Somehow,
and weariness.
I can't go to Aunt Harriet, and of
"I shall ask Doctor Edwardes."
course mother Carlotta cares a great
He was puzzled for a moment Then deal for him. She said that I shot
he understood.
After nil, It was as him. Does anyone really think that?"
well. The thing that really mattered
"Of course not. Please stop thinkwas that he must try to save Wilson ing."
for her. If he failed, she might hate
She stirred restlessly.
him the rest of her life not for him"What time is It?"
"Half-pas- t
self but for his failure. Whichever
six."
way things Went, he must lose.
"I must get up and go on duty."
"Doctor Edwardes says you are to
He was glad to be stern with her.
stay away from the operation, bat to ne forbade her rising. When the
remuln near. He he promises to call nurse came In with the belated ammoyou If things go wrong.
nia, she found K. making an arbitrary
Sho had to be content with that
ruling, and Sidney looking up at him
Nothing about that night was real to mutinously.
Sidney. She sat In the anesthetizing
"Miss Page is not to go on duty toroom, and after a time she knew that day. She is to stay in bed until furshe was not alone. There was some- ther orders."
a
body else. She realized dully that
"Very well, Doctor Edwardes."
was there, too, pacing up and
The confusion In Sidney's mind
down the little room. She was never cleared away suddenly.
K. was Docsure, for instance, whether she imag- tor Edwardes I It was K. who had perined it, or whether Carlotta really formed the miracle operation IC. who
stopped before her and surveyed her had dared and perhaps won I Dear
with V timing eyrs.
IC, with his steady eyes and his long
"So you thought he was going to surgeon's fingers I Then, because she
marry you!" said Carlotta or the seemed to see ahead as well as back
dre;im. "Well, you see he Isn't."
into the past In that flash that comes
to the drowning and to those recoverSidney tried to answer, and fulled
or thnt was the wny the dream went ing from shock, and because she knew
"If you had enough character, I'd that now the little house would no
think you did it. How do I know you longer be home to K., she turned her
didn't follow us, and shoot him as face into her pillow and cried. Her
world had fallen Indeed. Her lover
he left the roonl?"
It must bare been reality after all ; was not true, and might be dying ; her
for Sidney's numbed mind grasped the friend would go away to his own
essential fact here, and held on to It. world, which was not the Street.
Jv. left her at last and went back to
He had been. out with Carlotta. He
hod Kom) sed sworn that this should seventeen, where Doctor Ed still sat
not hnppen. It had happened. It sur- by the bed. Inaction was telling on
prised her. It seemed as If nothing him. If Max would only open his eyes,
so he could tell him what had been in
mure could hurt her.
In the movement to and from the his mind all these years his pride in
operating room, the door stood open him. and all that
With a sort of belated desire to
A tnll figure how
for a mlment
much it looked like K. ! straightened make up for where he had failed, he
and held out something in Its hand.
"The bullet V said Carlotta In a
CHAPTER

XXII
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He bathed and shaved hurriedly.
Katie brought his coffee to his room,
and he drank it standing. As be went
down the Street, he saw Mrs.
In her doorway, with a little knot
of people around her. The Street
was getting the night's news.
He rented a car at a local garage,
and drove himself out Into the country. He was not minded to have any
eyes on him that day. Ho went. to
Schwitter's first. Schwltter himself
was not in sight. Bill, the bartender,
was scrubbing the porch, and a farmhand was gathering bottles from the
grass into a box. The dead lanterns
swung in the morning air, and from
back on the hill came the staccato
sounds of a reaping machine.
"Where's Sehwitter?"
He
"At the barn." Bill grinned.
recognized K., and, mopping dry a part
of the porch, shoved a chair on It
"Sit down. Well, how's the man who
got his last night? Dead?"
Mc-K-

Car-lott-

K.

carried her to the elevator.

the barkeeper got my gun out of my
pocket And"
After a pause: "Does she know who
did it?"
"Sidney? No."
"Then, if he gets better, she'll marrj
him anyhow."

"Possibly. That's not up to us, Joe.
The tning we've got to do Is to hush
this thing up, and get you away."
"I'd go to Cuba, but I haven't thi

shlrt.sleeved arm.
The five thousand dollar check from
"We've got to get him away from
here, Bill. The county men may come Mr. Lorenz had .saved Palmer Howe's
credit. On the strength of the deback to search the premises."
"How do I know you aren't one of posit he borrowed money at the bank
with which he meant to pay his bills,
them?"
"I guess you know I'm not He's a arrears at the University and Country
friend of mine. As a matter of fact, I clubs, a hundred dollars lost throwing
followed him here ; but I was too late. aces with poker dice, and various small
Did he tuke the revolver away with obligations of Christine's.
The Immediate result of the money
him?"
"I took It from him. It's under the was good. He drank nothing for a
week, went Into the details of the new
bar."
venture with Christine's father, sat at
"Get It for me."
From Inside the bar Bill took a care- home with Christine on her balcony in
ful survey of Le Moyne. He noted his the evenings. With the knowledge that
tall figure and shabby suit, the slight he could pay his debts, he postponed
stoop, the hair graying ever his ears. the day. He liked the feeling of a
Barkeepers know men: that's part of bank account In four figures.
Christine had been making a fight,
the Job. After his survey he went behind the bar and got the revolver from although her heart was only half in
She was resolutely
under an overturned pall.
Ignored the past dressed for Palmer
K. thrust it into bis pocket.
"Now," he said quietly, "where is In the things he liked. They still took
their dinners at the Lorenz house up
he?"
the street. When she saw that the
house."
my
top
of
room
the
"In
K. followed Bill up the stairs down haphazard table service there irritated
him, she coaxed her mother into getwhich he had carried Wilson's unconscious figure. The room under' the ting a butler.
The Street sniffed at the butler beeaves was stifling. An unmade bed
stood In a corner. Joe was sitting in hind his stately back. Secretly and In
the corner furthest from the window. its heart, it was proud of him. With
n
automobiles, and ChrisWhen the door swung open, he looked a
up. He showed no interest on seeing tine Howe putting on low neck in the
K who had to stoop to enter the low evenings, and now a butler, not to
mention Harrier Kennedy's Mlml, it
room.
s,
ceased to pride itself on Its
"Hello, Joe."
Ignorant of the fact that in
"I thought you were, the police. Is
its very lack of affectation had lain
he dead?"
its charm.
"No, Indeed."
On the night that Joe shot Max Wil"I wish I'd killed him I"
"Oh, no, you don't You're glad you son, Palmer was noticeably restless.
He had seen Grace Irving thnt day for
didn't, and so am I."
the first time, but once, since the motor
"Huh!"
K. sut down on the bed. Loud calls accident. The girl had a strange fasfrom below took Bill out of the room. cination for him. The sight of her
As he closed the door behind him, K.'s walking sedately along in her shopgirl's black dress had been enough to
voice took on a new tone:
set his pulses racing. When he saw
"Joe, why did you do It?"
"You know. Don't go into' that, I that she meant to pass him, he fell
into step beside her.
did It and I'll stand by It"
"I believe you were going to cat
"Has It occurred to you that yon
.
me! Still In the store?"
made a mistake?"
"Yes." And, after a second's heat
"Go and tell that to somebody whoU
believe you I" he sneered. "They came tation: "I'm keeping straight too,"
fTO BH CONTINUED.)
here and took a room. I met him com

it

half-doze-

common-placenes-

He

.

.

"Very Well, Doctor Edwardes."

put the bag that had been Max's bete
noire on the bedside table, and began
biti of
to clear it of rubblsh--oddirty cotton, tl tubing from a
stethoscope, glass from x broken bottle, a scrap. of paper on which
was a memorandum, In his illegible
writing, to send Max ri check for his
irg, or raring
The nurse he ha1 summoned hustled graduating suit When K. came In,
out for aromatic ammonia. Sidney, he had the old dog collar in his hand.
"Belonged to an old collie of ours,"
lying among, her pillows, looked up
he said heavily. "Milkman ran over
at K.
him and killed him. Max chased the
"How is her
"A little better. Tkere'a a chance, wagon and licked the driver with his
own whip."
dear."
His face worked.
aalied cp. All the
"I have been
ctn-scio-

"I Thought You Were the Police."

money."
,"No."
K. rose. "I think I can get it"
"County detectives were here bright
He turned in the doorway.
and early. After the lady's husband.
"Sidney need never know who did
I guess we lose our license over this."
"Bill, did you see the man who fired it"
"I'm not ashamed of It." But hit
that shot last night?"
A sort of haze came over Bill's face, face showed relief.
There are times when some catans if he had dropped a curtain before
clysm
tears down the walls of reserve
prompteyes.
But his reply came
his
ly : "Surest thing in the world. Close between men. That time had come
to him as you are to me. Dark man, for Joe, and to a lesser extent for K.
The boy rose and followed him to the
about thirty, small mustache"
"Bill, you're lying, and I know it. door.
"Why don't you tell her the whole
Where is he?"
thing?
the whole filthy story?" he
head,
barkeeper
his
kept
but
his
The
asked. "She'd never look at him
color changed.
"I don't know anything about him." again. You're crazy about her. I
He thrust bis mop Into the pall. K. haven't got a chance. It would give
rose. The farmhand had filled his box you one."
"I want her, God knows 1" said K.
and disappeared around the corner of
not that way, boy."
"But
Bill's
on
put
hand
K.
his
house.
the

whisper.
Then more waiting, a stir of movement In the room beyond the closed
door. Carlotta was standing, her face
buried In her hands, against the door.
Sidney suddenly felt sorry for her.
She cared a great deal. ' It must be
tragic to care like thatl She herself
was not caring much; she was too
numb.
The city still slept, but the torturing
night was over. And in the gray dawn
the staff, looking gray, too, and elderly
ond weury, came out through the
closed door and took their hushed way
toward the elevator. They were talking among themselves. Sidney, straining her ears, gathered that they had
seeu a miracle, and that the wonder
was still on them.
Carlotta followed them out.
Almost on their heels came K. He
was In the white coat, and more and
more be looked like the man who had
raised up from his work and held out
something in his hand. Sidney's bead
was aching and confused. The tall
man or was It K.Í looked at her,
and then reached up and turned off
the electric light When the light was
out everything was gray. She could
not see. She slid very quietly out of
her chair, and lay at his feet in a
dead faint.
held her as he bad held her that day
at the park when ehe fell in the river,
very carefully, tenderly, as one holds
something infinitely precious. Not until he had placed her on her bed did
she open her eyes. But she was
before that She was so- tired,
and to be carried like that In strong
arms, not knowing where one was go- -

..
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NAMES OF VARIOUS PARTS OP HORSE.
IS. Point of hip.
18. Ana

T.

1 Up.
t. Noetrtl.
4.

fc.

Face:

.

'

1.
11.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

1

Eye.

(. Forehead.
T. Foretop.
ft. Ears.
.

1.

4

i;

Poll.

i"

JHW.

Throatlatch.

2.).

11 Neck.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Crest.
Withers.

81.
82.
33.
84.

Shoulder.

Breast.
Point of shoulder.

Vi.

KUiovr.

Korellar.
Forearm.

Knee.
Cannon.

Fetlock joint
Pastern,
Coronet.
Hoof.
Beat of sldebon.
Seat of splint.

Chestnut.
Abdomen.
Ribs.

Back.

Í7.
W.
19.
44.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
4?.
60.

SI.

Loin.

Coupling.
Kind flank.

Sheath. Stifle Joint
Beat of thoroughpln.
Heat of bog spavin.
Heat of bone spavin.
Beat of ringbone.
Beat of curb.
Hock.

Gaskln,
Thigh.
Quarter.
Croup.
oirvt

Tail.

.

of buttock.
.

,

hear the passing of air through the
wind pipe. In roaring, or broken wind,
HORSES l!i
there will be a whistling sound each
time the horse inhalesv When a horse
Is affected with the disease called
heaves, It has difficulty In forcing air
Animal
Advisable to Examine
out of the lungs, causing a peculiar
and very characteristic movement In
Carefully for Lameness.'
the flanks and abdomen, especially
after exertion. Horses affected with
heaves usually cough in a characterisOBSERVE THE VARIOUS GAITS tic manner after drinking cold water.
This cough may also be excited In affected horses by tightly grasping the
windpipe at the throat hitch for a
Perfection in Walking Is Characterized
short time. A horse's respiration is
by Feet Being Brought Up Quicgreatly hindered by either broken wind
klyTrotting Must Be Withor heaves.
out Wabbling.
Adaptability for Specific Work. A

P0ÍI

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Lameness due to a variety of causes
and of various forms, some not at first
apparent, should be carefully looked
for when examining a horse In action.
When lameness is present only at certain times, it Is known as intermittent
lameness, consequently It Is advisuble
to examine a horse on several different
occasions. In cold lameness the animal wiH go sound after he Is warmed
up, while in warm lameness the impediment does not manifest itself until after considerable exercise. Flinching when the horse turns sharply Indicates shoulder lameness. The various
gaits should be observed from the
front, side, and rear, In order that the
desirable features and defects may not
be overlooked.
Walking. Perfection In this gait is
characterized by the feet being
brought up quickly from the ground,
by their being carried In a straight
line, by lengthy stride, and by the
cycle being completed quickly. All of
these aid in producing a rapid walk,
which Is a great asset to horses used
for any purpose. The defects of gait
which may well be noted while the
horse is walking are Interfering, winging, toeing in or toeing out, and sprawling.
Trot. This gait must be square;
that is, it must be without any tendency to wabble, shuffle, or mix guits,
and the hind feet should follow in line
with the forefeet. In the roadster and
trotting race horse speed is highly
valued, while In the pork saddle horse
a fair degree of nicely balanced knee
The
and hock action Is demanded.
highest prized factor of the harness
horse expresses Itself at the trot in
extreme knee and hock action. Even
In the draft horse a square, open,
trot with pronounced knee
and hock action ndds many dollars to
his selling price. The common defects
of the trot are Interfering, forging,
dwelling, hopping, and kneeuctlon
without a proportionate amount of
hock action or vice versa. Lameness
may be detected In the trot when it
may not be apparent In other gaits.
An abundance or lack of energy and
ambition is apparent during trotting
by the general deportment and carriage.
Pace. The pacing gait is more or
less common in harness horses, and
It Is useful as a fast road gait on
The characsmooth thoroughfares.
teristic movements of the limbs In this
gnlt consist in the feet on the same
side of the body striking the ground
simultaneously.
The principal defects
and hitof the pace are cross-firinting the kneps.
Easy Gaits. Plantation horses and
saddle horses have gaits
that are easy on the rider as well as
on the horse. Such gaits are desired
principally for long rides and are
known as slow pace, fox or dog trot,
and running walk. Any one of them
may constitute one of the gaits of a
horse, while the faster easy
gait demanded in such a horse is the
rack or singlefoot. This is intermediate between the trot and pace, the
feet hitting the ground one at a time,
producing a gait easy on the rider,
but tiring to the horse.
Canter. The canter, classed as a
saddle gait, may be described as a
modified, collected, and very slow gallop. It should be graceful, 'easy, and
handily performed.
Wind. To test the wind have the
horse ridden at a very fast gallop,
stopping him abruptly so that you may
g

flve-gaite- d

flve-galte- d

horse

muy possess

proper

couforma-tlo- n,

be sound, and have good action
yet still not be well adapted for a
specific work; consequently It Is very
essential that be be thoroughly examined at the work for which be is
wanted.
If the horse is to be used
for heavy huuling or draft purposes,
steady pulling under all conditions is
an indispensable quality. For harness
use the horse should drive promptly
und freely with an eusy, rapid gult and
an alert expression, taking Just sufficient hold of the bit to be In hand
without causing the driver to pull on
the lines. The saddle horse should
have an easy, prompt mouth, with
style and graceful carriage.
Vices. Some horses are difficult to
harness and object to taking the bit
in their mouths ; others Jump when an
attempt is made to place a saddle or
harness on their backs ; while still others offer a great deal of resistance to
having the crupper placed under their
tails. If the resistance Is due entirely
to a heavily muscled and consequently a strong tall It may be ijn Indication of general muscular strength and
While being hitched up or
tension.
mounted the horse should stund quietly and should start promptly but quietly on command. For any purpose the
following vices should cause the animal to be rejected: Balking, backing,
rearing, kicking, striking with the
forefeet, or running away. Less important vices are : Throwing the head
up or down, shying, scaring, breaking
loose when tied, resting one foot upon
the other, grasping the bit between
the teeth, rolling with the harness on,
or switching the tall over the lines.
d
vice
Occasionally the
causes the horse to kick, In which case
it becomes dangerous.
EnlargeGeneral Considerations.
ments or scars (due to deformity, unusual mishap, or uncommon disease)
not conforming to any of those discussed should cause a horse to be rejected unless the nature of the cause
and the detriment to the value and
usefulness of the animal Is
Experience gained by examining large numbers of horses will aid
lH quickening the eye and Judgment,
thereby making It possible to perceive
readily any unusual condition, but It
should be remembered that a hurried
examination is liable to prove a disappointment; consequently plenty of
time should be taken in making the
examination, because time Is much
cheaper than money tied up in an unsatisfactory horse. In some countries
nine days are allowed by law to the
purchaser In which to learn of the
serious forms of unsoundness or vice
in a horse, so that in this country it
would seem fair to allow at least
a day for a fair trial when practicable.
If possible, get a history of the animal,
and while you are about it, get a history of the person having it for sale.
So many defects may be covered up by
such unfair methods as drugging that
It is a good plan to make purchases
only from those with good reputations.
Horses offered at auction sales should
be thoroughly examined previous to
their being brought into the ring, or
else they should be tried out In compliance with the rules of the sale before time for settlement.
, Finally, It Is well not to form the
habit of seeing only the' defects, for
horses, like people, are seldom perfect,
consequently In Judging them weigh
the good qualities against the bad. A
horse should be valued by the amount
of service he will perform rather than
'
by his minor shortcomings.
last-name-
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' The Hospital force has been
very busy this week, Two Major
and some minor operations be
sides the regular work has kept
every one on the run.
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This ostión, under God, ibutl
avt a new birth of freedom,
and that government of tiio
people, by the people, for tlia
people, ehell not periih front
the earth. Lineóla.

HERE'S

TO

OLD

BLESS

.

GLORY, GOD
HER!

John; A. Dix.

Tell you all about it
Next Week

Goodman' s

O folds of whits and scarlet! O blue
&AÍ with your silver stars! May fond
uiteotrte you, willing feet follow
strong hands defend you, warm
cherish you, and dying lips
you their blessing! Ours by in
heritance, ours by allegiance, ours by
afltoction long may you float on the
ra winds of heaven, the emblem of
liberty, the hops of the world! Anon.
--

Roy
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THE PRICE OF PEACE.

Mrs. R. E. Morris and baby
are in the hospital this week.
Mrs. Aspgrin visited the hospital thi. week:

THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE

m

-

fc
11

no ver advocated war
except as a means of peace.

Grant.
Peace won by compromise Is
stinlly a short-liveachievement. WlnnVld Scott.
Peace, above all things Is to
be desired; hut blond must be
fiilled, to obtain It on equable
ft and
Ii.iii2 terms. Andrew
d

Miss Hall and Miss Purdum
left Monday for the Hall Ranch

for a vacation. Mrs. Plumlee is
charge of the hospital this
LOST- :- Ladies Gold Neck
week.
Chain, between Goodman Store
C. L. Wensell residence.
and
1 part Holstein milch Cow exMiss Reed of Solano is helping
leave at the Goodman with the work ih3 week.
Finder
tra fine, just fresh.
office and receive reward.
3 Herford yearling heifers
On Wednesday
Prof.
2
old full blood muley
live
Vyatt,
B.
Moon,
who
Dr. 0.
on the
of Mills was and Mrs.
Herford Cows.
in Roy Monday calling on friends Baker place eist of town had
1
old full 'blood Herford
and getting, acquainted with born to them, a little daughtei
Cow.
to the;r great sorrow
but
1
old Chestnut colt, geld- more of our people.
d disappointment the little one
ing.
Uíc.
Mrs. Wyatt after
1 10-'Tounj man, thre 3 nothing worst wa3
old large work mare.
great
and sufiering,
her
su!:.ry,"
said
high
tna!
low
on
a
than
life
1 almost new Model 1917 Emer
the wise man who is always glvin? ad- seems to be doing as nicely as
son Tractor with plow.
vice. "Oh. I don't !;aow," replied the
could be expected.
1 new 7 foot John Deer Bin youns man who knew a thins or twr
Iifr
himself, "U'a no wors? than lmv
der.
We expect to add to our Hospi
on a liih salary." Florida Time
The above can be bought right tillan.
tal staff sometime in the next
Can be seen at my place 30 miles
two weeks Dr. A. A. bales or St.
north of Roy and 6 miles north
Louis Mo. Dr. Sales was at one
of Chateau Hill School.
time a student under Dr. Plamlee
Address H. A. Todd,
Pure
but has been for the last two
Hatod, N. Mex.
V $Z$fWl UNSWEETENED
years connected with the Nation
WJX:iS EVAPORATED
al University Hospital of St
Goat Milk
Mrs. Mabel McClure-ProctoLouis. His long experience as
Food
The Incomparable Baby
arrived from Wann, Oklahoma,
physician in one of the large hosThts Perfect Food for Invalids
WorVi wonder in rwrtrín hralth tu thotw
Sunday, called on account of the
pitals in St. Louis added to his
utfcrinj with luWrrulwu or iiomicB
run Me 1'oftitivHy oIvim toe pruoiem
illness of her mother, Mrs. C. J.
natural ability and talent as a
oí ni ni lie malnutrition.
McC lure. Mrs. Proctor is a bride
AT LCAOIN3 DRÜGGIST
Physician and Surgeon makes
of but a few weeks and her home
him an addition to our community
WIDEMANN,
Ctt that we may well be proud of
coming Í3 a rather sad one.
and we may feel that as far as
medical
talent is concerned our
4
little town and country is equal
!
.
m
to any in the country.
rl

For Sale
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still-bor-

ii

enough to
members of these boards
without regard to politics and
.intri only competent persons it
jtewiiao defense and is a good
thing- Jbut in the unhallowed
hands of political partizan judges
it make's the rural schools a part
of a political machine andidas
vicious as other political machín
non-partis-

ap-jwi- nt

I

--

so-call- ed

j.

The Liberty Loan campaign
was essentially one of education
and without the generous and
iwdriotic support of the press of
dtanjSt that it would be a
would not have been re-- aíízed. The antiring efforts of
popu-rSaarltr-

--

au

tfie newspapers throughout the
campaign were a constant inspiration tn tha vnrimis other crrouDS
mff wnrkprs
At a time when
ntws space was at a premium
tthe Liberty Loan was featured

Xtkrigth.
Jfewspapers and magazines, in
their news, editerial, and advertising columns, fought for the
saccess of the loan every step of
e
tías way. The
gave
languages,
36
in
press,
undoubted
the
proof
of
daily
loyalty of peoples of foreign

.
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Summer Underwear

William

G-

-

McAdoo,

MILLS

U

Floersheim
Merc. Co.
New Mex.

Store"

One-Pric- e

1

c

at

3rd Sunday

11.00 a. m. 8PM.

O. W.

Heárn, Pastor.

J. B. LUSK
Attorney at Law
Prompt and

Careful Attention
Entrusted

Given all Business
to me

NEW MEXICO

ROY

W
'

: 4he

when you look adly over your
fields of ruined grain, it will be too
late to think of what a comfort a

Par-lame-

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

There Is no other huildln; In the
Fillings, Proofs and all
United Klngdimi where the dully cusland
matters.
so
full of Interest
toms observed nre
as la the house of commons, snys a
Also Surveys and Plats.
Many pe
writer ln London
Prompt Attention
pie who sit in the gallery fall to see
Office at Solano, New Nexico.
In the various forms links which bind
ns to vents of centuries aso. But If
the visitor Is willing to find out the
significance of what he sees, he will
C.N. ROARK
enter Into a world of Inexhaustible roClayton New Mex.
mance.
If, for Instance, he Is present on tha
LAND PLATS of ail kinds
first day of a session, he will notlct
that, before the clerk nt the table
Abstracts of U. S.' Land
reads out the. business printed on the
MAPS.
Office Records,
order paper, he culls out "outlawry
Prompt
Attention
bll'.," which Is thereupon considered to
have been read a first time, and the
house pusses on to Us appropriate
business.
For best results mail your
It Is the symbol which marks the
to Lafayette Studio.
films
ago
victory of parliament long years
In Its clnlm to consider whatever busiRoy, New Mexico,
ness It likes without Interference by
the crown. So, ln the tlrst day of ev- BOWEL COMPLAINTS IN INDIA.
ery session, before parliament proceeds to consider the business for
ln a lecture at one of the Des Moinwhich It has been called together, It es, Iowa, churches a missionary from
turns aside to give a first reading to India told of jfoinff into the interior
the outlawry bill.
or India, where he was taken sick,

Hail Insurance
Policy
in the Hartford Fire Instrrancs Co,

t

0

would have been. The time to
think about such things is right
no before the storm comes. Hart-lor- d
Hail Insurance costs little and
will add much to your peace of
rand. May we talk to you about it?

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance
at Residence

Office

ROY, N. M'

Tit-Bit- s.

In all weights and sizes
for Men, Women and
Children,
At very reasonable prices

"The

COMMONS

Bills In Both British House3 of
That Tend to Keep th
Memory Green.

We now Have a full Line

Roy,

OF TH

tracts of Jiew

Mexico state land, totalling 36,
886 acres, were sold at public
auction at Raton, June the 19th.
for a total of $236,893.00 an average of $6.42 an acre, The land
is located chiefly in the southeastern corner of Colfax county,
in the Springer district. Some
of it is regarded as good agricultural land, but the greater part
in grazing.

GOAT-MIL-

CUSTOMS

3,

p.m.

t

!

"The House ol Service"

VIEW

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at

r,

foreign-languag-

-

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

CATHOLIC
each month at the
once
Mass
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
. Rev. Fr. Ant.
Cellier.
Priest in charge,
Mrs. G, E, Rinehart gave an
ice cream party Tuesday evening
in honor cf her husbands birth- Methodist Episcopal Church
day, Those invited were Mr.
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
and Mrs. Newman and daughters
1st & 3d Sundays at 7.30 P. M
who live on Blickenstaffs farm
BAPTIST
Mr. Westfall and Mr. Beckman
and Mrs. Williams. All present Second Sunday in each month.
enjoyed the evening.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Baldwin
of Monson Massachusetts, are
visiting
their daughter. Mrs.
Donald P. Upton of La Cinta
Canyon. This is their first trip
to the "Wild and wooly" west
and they are enjoying every-thsn- g
'
immensely.

MAII

pro-tressiv- é.

,

CHRISTIAN

Westfall, Tuesday.

i

Between the sword and the
wall," between the devil and
tie high sea anyway you want
to put it, it all amounts to the
same thing when it comes to the
.anomalous position Gov. Lindsey
fcokl'a; or pretends to hold with
relation to his ideals, real or as-- :
sucoed, and the grim reality of
staying right with the evil powers of state that be. This is ever
tjfoe price of being a
The position is an altogether uneviable one.
We
keen
interest
skill watch with
which way the winds blow him.- Fublic Voice, Santa Rosa.

Grunig, President
Mrss Lillian Griner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
3
all visitors.
R, C .

Mrs. Blake of Bradley visited
at the home of her father, Judge

n.

yr

that if the Judiciary of the state

Your
at Christian Church.
presence is necessary.
late for last week.)
Rev. G.JB. Hall, Supt
The Junior Base Ball Team
is wearing smiles since they reY. P. S. C. E.
turned from Roy Sunday.
(Too

Mrs. Alice Upton is in Tucum- cari attending Normal. She will
go from there to Oklahoma for
an extended visit, She Í3 ac
companied by her little daughter
Dorotoy.

4--

We are in receipt of a long
eommunication from Santa Fe in
defenseof the new County School
líoanJs,
Our impression is

lQfci?;:

Mr3. Williams returned from
Clayton Monday where she has
been attending Normal,

3--

Jtuclifti'JL.

30i

.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

j

V anyone attempts to haul down
nhm American flag, ahoot him on the

pat

SOLANO

Dr. A. L. Hofer is in the hospital suffering from neuralgia
Miss Bertha Rinehart went to
and stomach trouble. He wil
Clayton Monday afternoon.
probably be alright in a few days
A gloom was cast over our
John Reed is gradually recover community last Sunday by the
in from his last operation.
death of grandmother Million.
Dr. Gamble of Mosquero bro't Kev. Merideth ot Maxwell came
Mrs. Martinez to the hospital for down to conduct the funerel ser
vices. A large party of friends
operation last week.
Mrs. Martinez had been an in followed the remains to the
valid for two years having been grave. Mr. Million has the deep
est sympathy of the community.
operated on at that time.
This i 3 probably the mes! di fi
Mis3 Bivian Williams,
Tom
cult oporations, ever done on this
Bowman and many others of
mesa, it being necessary to re
Solano attended the Base Ball
move a large piece of intestine
game at Roy Sunday,
and numerous adhesions. Mrs,
Martinez came through the oper
Mrs. Hughes and Mrs. Conner
ation nicely and seems well or. took our young ball players to
the road to recovery. Drs. Gam Roy in their cars Sunday.
ble and Gibbs assisted Dr. Plum
Mr. and Mrs. C. If. Stanley
lee in. the w:rk.
took Grandfather Stanley to Roy
Mr3. & J. McClure is ver low co see the doctor last bunday as
at this writing, There Í3 no hope a result of a fall caused by his
for improvement in her condition crutch breaking. He is not much
as she has cancer of the uterus. the worse for the accident.

o

i

Church Directory

Hospital Notes

ttaamwnm Acunar n. mu.

IRVIN OGDEN,

ir

3!

The same curious rite takes place
the beginning
In the house of lord
of each sesslwi, bat in this case the
bill which Is read a first time Is called
"select vestries," and It Is considered
Immediately after the kings' speech
has been read. No one knows what
the Outlawry bill or the select vestries
bill Is, but they stand for the supremacy of parliament.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
"Dentis- tof Springer, N. M.. will be in
Ro- y-

SOON
Southwestern Hotel
to attend
thi3

the Dental needs of
community.

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC SALE.
There's only one REAL

Auc-

that he had a bottle of Chamberlain's tioneer in the Country, Thats- - Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
with him and believed that it saved his
life. This remedy is used successfully
His address is MILLS N.' M.
in India both as a preventive and cure
know
from
this
You
may
can have SALE BILLS
You
for cholera.
that it can be depended upon for the printed and make dates at the
milder forms of bowel complaint that Spanish-America- n
Office: Roy
o:cur in this ceuntry,
New Mexico.rZIICISli-Obtiinablí everywhere,

Col F. O. WHITE

J

I

KOTICt VOS PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
June 20, 1D17
nut ICE is hereby gi ven that Koman
Gallegos of Mosquero New Mexico
who on July 3, 1914, made H. E. No
H17970 for
J
Section 32 Township
18N Range 30E & Lots 1&2 See. 6 T.
UN. R 30E N M P M has filed nHlce
of intention to make
final
three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before
Jack P. Mills, U. S. Commissioner at

RESULTS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex
May 21,

1917

Notice is hereby given that Rafaela
Gallegos, of Sabinoso New Mexico who on Feb. 9 1911 made H.
NEJ-Nw- j,
E, No. 012800 for
NW1-SW- J
18
Section
Township 17N Range 25E N. M. P.
Merinian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
Solano N. M. on Aug. 3 l17
N M on the 2nd day of July 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Felix S Martinez
Luciano B Baoa
Cipriano Lujan
Luis Lujan
of Mosquero N. M.
Rafael Crespin
Elias Sena,
Marcos Gonzales
Encarnación SanAll of Sai.inoso N M
doval
of David N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Paz Yalverde,
6 2 30
Register
EJ-SE-

theuniversalc.au

Z OF COURSE, the immediate result of steady

saving is gathering together of

R oy G arag e

vealth in the

protection of the bank, conferring upon you the

and LIVERY
-

power to command a certain share of the world's
material valuables and pleasure?,

But the ult-

imatethe important results of saving
ing of money are a strengthened

""""

"'

'

I

Cars Housed and Cared for

and bank

At Reasonable Rates.

character, a

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Repair WorkTSjaSir-

dominant will, and a sane and sensible cognizance of the greater, the basic joys of humanity.

F. S. Brown,

ROY,

J,

FORETHOUGHT.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
People are learning that a little
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
forethought often saves them a big
June, 20, 1917
expense. Here Is an instance: E. W.
Notice is hereby given that
Archer, Caldwell, Ohio, writes: "I do
Abraham B Slusher of Roy, N. M not believe that our family has'
been
who on March, 26, 1913, made H. E without Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
SWi-NWNo 15751 for
and Diarrhoea Remedy since we comEl-SSection 9 menced ket ping house
NJ NEJ SEJ-Nyears ago.
Township, 21N. Range 2'K
When we go ou ttn extended visit we
Tew Mexico Principal Meridian, has take
it with us."
iled notice of intention to make three
Obtainable everywhere,
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described before F. n.
Poster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
New Mexico on Aug, 4 1!)17
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, N. M.
A. A. Himes
W. R. Holmes
L. A. Canon
Jim Christman
June 7, 1917
All of Roy New Mexico
Notice is hereby given that
'
Mrs. Grabiela Chavez, of TremenPAZ VALVERDE,
and
Register. tina N. M. whe an
made H E No 019710 and 029191 for
8

Proprietor

NewMex.

i.

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK
'

NEW MEX.

ROY,

against 'the enemy wnich might have
done credit to the cleverest daughter
trained In camp life today.

fens
ihkfs.

when

Two

1

Brilliant Women.

Then there was Lndy Washington's
brilliant friend, Mercy Warren, who
warmly espoused the cause of her
country, and whose letters of cheer to
her husband on the field sustained
him, while her dissertations upon politics of the time made her opinions
sought by the greatest men. Thomas
Jefferson, John and Samuel Adams

'nnd others of the great spirits of that
day were among her correspondents.
Her home was the rendezvous of much
company, and she herself said: "By
the Plymouth fireside were many political plans discussed and digested."
Elizabeth Schuyler entered warmly
Into her husband's plans and sympathies when she became the wife of
Alexander Hamilton; and Susan Livingston, the eldest daughter of William Livingston, governor of New Jersey at the time of the Revolution, is
credited with two , strategic jnoves

Gllfo-blt-

great pleasure to
contemplate t h o
machine standing
In front of ray
door, but the moment I try to run
the thing, my en

Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

joyment

Perfumes and Toilet Articles
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SALE:-3- 20

9

Plenty of mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent - long
time.

J.

best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone else.
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.

L.

Hayes Real Estate Co.

IIOLSTEIN MILK'COW- :- for
sale, fresh - W. H. GUTHMAN,
Roy, N. M.
.

J.F.ARNETT Prop'r.

320 ACRE FARM FOR SALE-- 8
miles from Roy all plow-lanThrift Thought.
42 acres wheat, all well fenced,
Get the thrift habit the broad thrift
habit, now; practice It thoughtfully: Good buildings, well handy to
waste not the little things; find the Joy house.
Price $4,000.00 includthat a growing bank account brings; ing crop, for quick deal.
d,

genius ciin no more help heln;j n
genius than n cmzy limn can help being crazy. It just happens tliat when
the genius dues what he considers a
smart thing, It Is smart; but when the
your savings safely and profitpoor crazy man does his best It turns Invest
S-Office
forget T 2, Inquire at the
out to be foolish. Ed Howe's Monthly. ably; remember tomorrow but
not today; spend for the things thai
last nnd find the secret of the broader
Going Fishing? They have
thrift thai makes for better living. II
$100 Reward, $100
How Nature Brews Pulque.
only
Is
worth
while.
tackle to sell at the Fair- fishin'
the
thrift
The readers of this paper will to
pleased to learn that there Is at least
Pharmacy.
view
dreaded disease that science has
Seldom does one meet with a ma- one
been able to cure in all Its stages and
guey plant In bloom lu Mexico, for that Is catarrh. Catarrh belnj greatly
FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm
the reason that the stem Is cut at Its Influenced by constitutional conditions
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
baso and hollowed out, nnd the sap Catarrh Medicine
Is taken Internally and
2,000 acres of Patented land 1,000
that would have gone Into the flower acts thru the Blood on the Mucous SurFor
acres of leased land, the best
of the System thereby destroying;
Is collected and converted into that In- facesfoundation
of the disease, giving- - the
the
toxicant called pulque.
patient strength by bulldlnf up the conFew people realize as thev enjoy the watered place in this County.
its
luscious pineapple that. In its juice
Wnen the sap gathers at the rate stitution and assisting nature in sodoing
I want to sell by the first of
much
work. The proprietors have
Nature has provided a Valuablo medl-tinof ten to fifteen pints a day, peons faith In the curative powers of Hall's
Chemically the Juice of frosli
1917.
Sept.
digestney
offer One
pineapple is similar to certain
pass from plant to plant, and vUh Catarrh Medicine that
Hundred Dollars for any case that It fails
tive ferments which nature manufacfurther "in formation, write
For
to
one
tu'oe
end
mouths
a
of
their
tures In the stomach and utilizes in
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
of indigesAddress P. J. CHKNET A CO.. Toledo.
the digestion, and in cases
suck It up, and then discharge it into Ohio.
Trementina, N. M.
Cropp
B.
,
E.
Sold by all Druggist, 75c
sa.i, botching,
tion, heartburn, naus3-containers made of pig skins, flung,
sick headache and similar distress,
saddlc-bn- g
pineapple Juice, mixed with pepeln
fashion, across the back of
FRESH MILK COWS- :- Two
forms
and certain
STOMACH TROUBLES AND
nn uncurrled donkey. The liquid is
a wonderfully effective substitute fu gentle, young, with heiffer calves
these materials.
then carried to the central station,
CONSTIPATION.
or pineA scientific combination
Enquire of G. W
where it is "ripened" in vats oí
for sale,
apple Juice, pepsin and other mediChambersay
cheerfully
will
that
"I
cowhide,
cines Is put up under the nam of FREEMAN,
West of Solano,
PEPSIN COMNATOti PINEAPPLE
lain's Tablets are the most satisfac
things
finest
one
of
the
is
POUND
and
tory remedy for stomach troubles and for stomach disorders. Th flrsi dose New Mexico.
brings relief. A fine appetite then
Make your sweetheart a present constipation that I have sold in thirty- proves beyond question that the stomthat means profit ana patriotism. Buy four years drug store service, writes ach is oncetmore in excellent condiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tion. Any leading drur store will
her a United States Liberty Bond.
S. H. Murphy, druggist, Wellsburg,
give you a guarantee of prompt re- Department of the Interior U. S. Land
N. Y.
lief and benefit or money back. Get
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
a 50c or $1.00 bottle of NATOL PINEObtainable everywhere.
APPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND today
May 21 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Celedón Esquibel of Roy, N. M. who
on J une 24, 1913 aod March, 17, 1915
madeH. E. & Add'INos. 016620, 019618
NEi-SW- i;
1011-1- 2
and Lot 7
County
C. U.
Taylor, jr.. Absrtactoj for Lots

Pineapple Juice

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. i. Land
Off.ce at Santa Fe New Mexico.
June 7, 1917,
Notice 3 hereby given that
Hattie Crocker of Sabinoso, N. M,
who on Aug
.US49.S

1913

2U,

madt

for Lots

All of Trementina N M
FRANCISCO DELGADO

Register

e--

NOTICE

F0t

PUBLICATION.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
County of Mora

Ber3abe Archuleta de Cordova,

Plaintiff,

v

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

)
)S3.
)

In the District Court.

e.

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

H E. No.
Sec. 26,
N, M. P

Township 15N Ran;'e L'4E.
Meridian hm filed notice of intention
to make final three year proof to
establish claim to the laud above des
cribed before Jose G Romero
U. S. Commissioner at Hilario N. Mex
on Aug. 13 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Francisco Chavez
E B Cropp
James Taylor
Claud Vende)

Indigestion

Roy Telephone Co.

i

J

Claimant names as witnesses;
"
Francisco Chavez'
E. B. Crcpp
Turner Pender
J. M Howe
All of Trementina N. M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO

censos.

quishment

THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
Short Orders
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the

The Difference.

14

TO THE PUBLIC.
acres relin
miles of Roy. Over
"I have been using Chamberlain's
300 acres tillable, 80 acres plow- Tablets for indigestion for ihe past
ed and fenced, small improve- six months, and italTords me pleasure
to say I have never used a remedy
ments. $750.00 takes it in the thatdid me so much good"
Mrs. C
next few days. t
E. Riley, lliioc, N. Y. Chamberlains.
J. L.' Hayes Real Estate Co. Tablets are obtainable evary where.

FOR

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

A

Sec.

J

Sec. 12 NWJ-NSec. 13 Twp. 16N. Rng. 23E. N M P
Meridian has filed notice of intention to make threo year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before Jose G, Romero, US
Commissioner, at his office at Hilario,
NM on the 13 ay of Aug, 1917.

Short-Live-

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

n

SEi-SE-

, "Do you get
much pleasure out
of your new car?"
an."Certainly,"
s.
swered Mr.
"It gives me

he sent

husband and son to the front with all
dispatch; and when the daughter
begged that the boy might be left at
home, she said: "He is needed, and
must go. You and I have also service
to do.
Food must be prepared for
the hungry, for before tomorrow night
hundreds will be on their wny to Join
the Colonial forces, and we must feed
as many as we can."
Mary Draper's bread and cheese and
cider kept many a weary soldier from
exhaustion as he passed on his way
to the war. Nor did she stop with
nn aging woman this service. Her stock of pewter vessels wont Into the melting pot, and
ALTHOUGHMaryof the
Washington la- with a mold for casting bulU'ts, she
bored Incessantly with her servtransformed her domestic utensils Into
ants In making clothing for the sol- balls for the Continental army.
diers, herself knitting ninny pairs of
Then there was humble Molly
stockings for their use. And upon Ills Pitcher, whose herohm on the field of
return home from the field her dis- battle at Monmouth has been recounttinguished sou never failed iu show- ed upon the pages nf American hising reverence for his mother by vis- tory; nnd her firiiig the sun when her
iting the little cottage in Fredericksgunner husband wan stricken dead by
burg, whereHilie still gave htm words the enemy has become a familiar
of conrifiel and iiicouragement,T"hleh story. Tlds humble wife of a barber
floubtless fulfilled their part in the
liad the heart of a heroine, although
great caTJse.
her mission was but to carry water to
And who cnn say that Martha Wash(h'se who needed It, anil she was to
ington did not. do her part for Aineri-.ca- win her reward when the commander
independence when she shared the In c'iief himself commissioned her a
awful winters in camp with the comsergeant.
mander in chief ? The officers and the
men welcomed her coming, for her
Alexandria's Heroine.
presence brought them cheer nnd In
many caaes comfort nnd relief from
suffering. She was wont to say in her
Alexandria had a heroine In the
later life that she heard the first can- Revolution less well known than those
non at the opening and the last at the whose prnises have often been sung,
closing of nil the campaigns of the
This was Ann McCarty Ramsay, who
Revolutionary war. She walked by was the daughter of Maj. Dennis Mcevery
the side of her lord through
Carty, and his wife, Surah Ball, who
step of his career, ascending the diff- was a cousin of the mother of George
icult path thnt opened before him, and Washington.
at length stood with h'.m on the sumAnn McCarty was born In 1731, nnd
mit, deservedly sharing In the glory early in life met and married William
of his renown.

.

Sec

The Roy Drug Store

There was Mary Draper fo Massachusetts, who surely did her "bit" for
American independence

,

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Patriotic Mary Draper.

No. 2181

vs.

Teodooio Cordova, Defendant
Notice by Publication.
The said Defendant, Teodocio Cordova, will take notice, that suit has been
filed by Bersabe Archuleta, Plaintiff
in the above entitled cause, being No.
2481, on the docket of the District
Court of the County of Mora, State
of New Mexico, la which said Plaintiff
pray for an absolute divorce from
you, the said Defendant, upon the

grounds of cruel treatment, desertion
abandonment and nonsupport, as will
more fully appear from the complaint
on file herein. Plaintiff also prays for
general relief.
You are further notified that unless
Treasurer
Tom J.
Stbono.
NwJ-SW- J
i,
Sec 4 NEJ-SK- J
you enter or cause to be entered your
Sec 5 Twp 20n. Rog 25E. N. M. P. appearance in the above entitled causo
Meridian, l as filed notice of inten- on or before the20tli day of July, lsl7
tion to make three Year Proof, to judgement by default and decree
Mora, New México
will be rendered therein
establish claim to the land alove
F. H Foster, U S
before
described
1
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
New Mexico, on
Comr.
at Roy,
Mora County.
Plainfiffs attorney it W. J. Lucan,
July 2, 1917
whose Pot Office and office addrs
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
Claimant names as witnesses:
straightened out and we are also prepared;
Mnntoya.
Ado'fu
Fradarico Esquibel, is East Las Vegas, Njw Mexico,
on
to furnish Abstracts
these Lands.
George Katafiasa Reinaldo Montosa
PEDRO A. ORTEGA
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All of Roy New Mexic o
District Clerk.
0
PAZ V.vr.VKRT
' AU Matters entrusted tn us disnstebed with Pramutnetis-soByMilnorA. Ru.lulph '
Accurcy '
'.
é
Nw-SE-

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANYj

so

Connects

wit.li

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines con
onrf Intermediate noii.ts.
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,
City
Roy
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.
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s yet the buby of notions. Un
cle Sara nos muny flags of which he has
mi son to be proud. Most of tliera are
ijl In the possession of the government, but
a few are owned by Individuáis or
army posts.
Oue of them, now kept at the state-houat Annnpolls, Md., was carried by
the Maryland troops during the war of
the American Revolution, and Is made In accordance with the act of congress, June 14, 1777. It is
positively known to have been the regimental
flag of the Third Maryland regiment, commanded
by Col! John Eager Howard, at the battle of Cow-enS. C, in January, 1773, In which fight It was
held by William Bachelor.
Bachelor was sent
home to Baltimore wounded and took his flag with
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slon of Mr. C. F. Gunther of Chicago; this wns the
first one raised, but was shot away. The flag
owned by the LIttlepages Is the second one run up.

s,

the tin?
remained In his family, and when the British
Maryland In 1814 this same flag was carried
ty William, Bachelor's son. In the battle of North
Point, as a banner for the Twenty-seventMaryland regiment. This William Bachelor died In 1885.
The flag, in 1007, was presented to the state of
Maryland and has since then reposed In Its capital
julldlng at Annapolis. Another famous banner Is the battle flag of Commandant Oliver Hazard Perry, the same which
flew successively on the masts of his flagships,
the Niagara and the Lawrence, In the battle of
Lake Erie, September, 1813. This flog had been
made at Perry's express command, but at the suggestion of Purser Hnmbleton, he added the words
It bore, "Don't give up the ship," the last uttered
by Captain Lawrence, killed In the fight In June,
1813, between the English and American forces.
These words have erroneously been attributed to
Perry, but are, In fact, an adoption of Lawrence's
sentence to Perry's flag. The banner Is a bunting
of one solid color bearing Its famous motto In
large letters across Its face, and Is now kept at
the United States Naval academy at Annapolis.
In Mnrch. 1781,

h

A British Trophy.
In the same chamber at the ocademy Is a gorgeous royal British standard which was captured
from the parliament house when the capital of
Canada fell, In 1813, Into American hands. It Is a
magnificent ensign with five quarterlngs, all In
radiant tones, the heraldic blazonry being such as
was used In the time of George III. In one corner
Is a red Hon poised In lr, to denote Scotland ; In
another Is the golden harp of Ireland ; two other
quarters contain three golden rampant Hons for
England, while In the control quartering Is a combination of the arms of Saxony, Hanover, Brunswick and Luneburg, with some emblems of the
Holy Roman empire.
In the National museum In Washington Is the
reul Star Spangled Banner, the same flag 'which
floated over Fort McIIenry In September, 1814,
when It wns attacked by the British, and the one
around which Key wrote his Immortal poem. Being 30 by 28 feet, It will hang from the second story
of a building to the first floor. In spite of time
It Is well preserved, and the stars and stripes
which "gleamed through the perilous fight" are
still plainly to be seen.
Mexican trophies nre to be seen at the Naval
academy. These flogs are all unique In design,
bearing the Mexican condor standing on a cactus,
with a snake In its mouth. There ore several of
this war, one of them being the flag captured by
Oen. Wlnfield Scott and Commodore Matthew Perry at the fall of Vera Cruz In 1847.
In the antechamber to the rooms of the secretory of war, In Washington, is the famous flag
nhich flew over Fort Sumter In April, 18G1, when
It was fired on by the Confederate batteries. This
vas the shot which opened the great war between
th(

states.

The ting of the Merrimne is now owned by the
family of the late Capt. Beverly Llttlcpage, formerly of Washington.
Another flag of the Merrlmac is In the posses- -

Regan's Flag.
In the rooms of the Stevenson Post at Roxbury,
Mass., Is preserved one of the strangest banners
the world has ever seen. In a tobacco factory In
Richmond, In Civil war times, many Federal soldiers were prisoners, among thera a Timothy J.
Regan. Regan conceived the Idea of making a flag
of Federal Stars and Stripes even In the close
confinement of their prison. There were about 20
men and they secretly got together the material.
A flannel shirt made the blue ground, a shirt of
white cotton furnished the white stars, and goods
were bought sufficient to make the red and white
stripes. In hiding, they worked at their task till at
last It wus finished. It was thrown to the wind at
once In a place which was sheltered from the
view of the guards, then torn Into strips and divided among the men. After the war, Regan, by
persistent effort, managed to get together all the
pieces and had them sewn Into a flag, which Is
now at Roxbury.
The Dug of the Maine, the ship whose sinking
war In 1898, Is
precipitated the
kept at Annnpolls. Near by the banners captured
by Dewey at Manila from the Spanish, as well as
trophies of the battle of Santiago.
The banner which floated over the North pol.
raised' there April 6, 1909, by Commander Robert
E. Peary, now lies for safekeeping in the vaults of
It was
a safe deposit company In Washington.
mode by Mrs. Peary, the stars being worked In
silk embroidery. It was flown In the wind on the
shores of the Polar sea for more than a fourth
The bits of white with
of Its circumference.
which it Is dotted indicate the fragments which
the explorer left with records at different places
Some were deposited at Cape
In his Journey.
Morris K. Jessup, the farthest northern point of
land on earth ; one was left at Cape Thomas Hubbard, another at the starting point of the dash
for the pole Cape Columbia five bits are In the
Ice of "Peary's Farthest North," In 1900, and one
Is yet in the eternal stillness of the North pole
Itself.
Oldest Flag In Museum.
The oldest flag ' in the National museum, at
Washington, Is the first United States flng of
which there Is authentic record. This Is the banner of John Pnul Jones. On the very day the law
was enacted establishing a national flag for the
United States of America, June 4, 1777, congress
appointed John Paul Jones to be commander of
History does not relate, with authe Ranger.
thority, the exact date of the making of the
Ranger's flag, but It must have been very soon
after the congressional enactment, because the
war department states that "The ship Ranger,
bearing the Stars nnd Stripes and commanded
by Capt. Paul Jones, arrived at a French port
about December 1, 1777, and her flag received, on
February 14, 1778, the first salute ever paid to an
American flag by foreign naval vessels."
Later. Paul Jones set his loved ensign high
above the Bon Homme Richard nnd it waved triumphant over mnny a fierce encounter with the
The most notable of
foes of the new country.
these wns when It came in contact with the British ship Serapls in 1779 and ,vent down. Commo-do- r
Jones rescued his precious "starry flag" and
hoisted it over the captured Serapls, bringing it
home covered with honor.
The museum authorities believe this to be the
Spanish-America-

'
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FUNERAL OF TURKISH CROWN PRINCE

ti.o fniinwinir account of the funeral cortege of
the Turkish crown prince Is given by Alexander
Brody, who saw the ceremony:
On the scnrlet covered coffin In which the body
of Jussuf Izzeddln, the crown prince of Turkey,
who had killed himself In his harem, was can-leto the grave lay his fez, or "knlbag," In token of
his military career.
The coffin was made of wood, for metal Is too
scarce even for a prince, and It was borne by the
eunuchs of the royal household. Jussuf had been
iind to his servants although stem with their
peers.
A gignntlc negro with the eyes of a faithful
hound constantly smoothed the red cloth lest a
wrinkle might dishonor the seemllness of the occasion and he kept constant watch on the pallbearers. The 500 burly negro eunuchs were ns one In
their grief. Following them were the chamberlains and attendants of the household, with red
caps on their black heads.
The coffin was gently laid on the Mussnla tasay,
a prayer Atone, fragments of an old Greek column
dating back to the days of the victorious emperors.
lrrah-maThe holy prayer was chanted: "Blssm Illnh
elhamd ve Illahl, rebbl ul alemln" ("In the
bume of God, the merciful and gracious"). Then
the holy men approached, dervishes of all ranks,
nevlevs and raputls, the monks who Impose punishment on themselves by Imposing camel's-hal- r
two feet high on tlielr heads. The fanatical
sons I heartrending. The green cloth about
that they have arrived
Indicates
some
hottds of

(vb

'
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rot,
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After Bachelor's death

dress-muke-
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SOUGHT

gold or sliver, In Jeweled trappings
and In precious gems, that vast pubECONOMY HYSTERIA SUBSIDES lic that is thinking only of how to
live and how to sacrifice, might begin
to murmur those terrible sentences of
Idea Now Followed It Not to Deprive the French people In the revolution.
It is the appearance of extravaSeamstresses of Their Livelihood
gance, therefore, that women should
but to Avoid All Unnecesavoid in these times of stress. Let
sary Display.
them spend as liberally for apparel
as they can afford, but let all women
New York. In talking to a
r follow
the lead of the wealthy and
of importance, whose bills to conservative set and see to it that their
the rich women run into thousands clothes reflect this great hour In digeach season, anent this current topic nity, seriousness and simplicity.
of economy in clothes, she said that
It is Interesting to know that Gershe had found less economy among all many is the first of the belligerents
I
W
clnsses than a strong desire to wear to put a restriction on the amount o'f
1
n
,.
Jt
wearing apparel for each person.- - The
clothes that did not express money.
'
i
mny be very costly, Imperial clothing office has fixed the
Simplicity
'
as we all know, was her further ex- nmount of garments that each man
I
r-,
planation, and women were paying or woman mny buy or possess during
good prices for their summer apparel, the year. This office also limits the
but they made a strong demand that njnoynt of JtjnterinJ which may be used
gown or a suit.
In the making' of
Li
No, one mny purchase a yard of may
terial or a single garment without a
special permit.
4
It is also interesting to know what
Imperial Germany thinks Is sufficient
in the way of clothing for one woman twfc everyday frocks, one Sunfirst American flog that came Into existence after
day frock, one separate skirt, two
the enactment of congress. As evidence of the
blouses, one cont or cape, one shawl,
theory they point to the 12 stars Instead of 13,
one dressing gown, three aprons, one
Had this flag had an offlclul predecessor the mispair of gloves, a half dozen handkertake In the number of stars would hardly have.
chiefs, four chemises, three nightgowns, three combinations or bloomoccurred.
ers, three petticoats and four pairs of
This historic standard, kept Intact by long and
stockings.
edges
loving care, shows Its age In
Clothes That Appear Well.
and worn patches. The 12 stars, arranged In
It Is the comment of all dressthree parallel perpendicular rows, still stand out
makers that they are compelled to
8tanchly on their unstable foundation, for the
sell gay clothes at half the price of
blue field and the 13 red and white stripes have
solemn ones. This should be a guide
grown pathetically threadbare.
to all those who are prepnring to
of
The National museum contains a collection
plan the summer wnrdrobe.
rcmnnnts of flags that participated in naval enThere Is no idea of substituting
gagements from the time of the Revolutionary war
block for all colors, as there was In
to the war with Mexico; also those of foreign vesFrance at the beginning of the war,
sels of war coptured by the nnvy during those
for we're not facing an Invading army
periods. This display of fragments is quite interand burying masses of our dead. Yet,
esting. It was collected by Peter Force of Washwomen nre choosing frocks with only
of
library
ington, and presented by him to the
a bit of white, or Chinese brocade, to
congress, which transferred it to the National
enliven them ; and beige, sand, white
museum.
and dull plaids are preferred to red,
Among these remnants Is a piece of the Britblue, green and purple.
ish flng of La Guerrlere, used during her encounter
The woman who may have chosen
worsted
Java,
of
the
with the Constitution, and
a cloth of gold brown with a tunic
a
by the some Indomltnble American, as well as
over It for last summer, will today
Here is an artistic negligee. ' It Is of choose a frock of white satin with a
fragment of the flag of the Algerlne brig Zoura,
crepe,
lapis
lazuli
overdrapery
an
with
Decatur.
under
captured
bit of black tulle at neck and arms,
A division of the museum's flag collection re- of ecru lace arranged Into full sleeves and a girdle of ribbon velvet with a
lates to the Civil war, and the most interesting held by a bracelet of blue beads.
rhlnestone buckle. She may pay as
of these is the garrison flag of Fort Moultrie, in It
much for the one as for the other,
upon
appearshould
take
itself
the
Charleston harbor, South Carolina. This flng was ance of costing little.
but she takes her place In the world
lowered December 20, 1800, when MnJ. Robert
more dignity in the latter than
A black satin dinner frock, for in- with
Anderson, First United States artillery, moved
in
the
former frock.
stance, built in draped lines, with a
Women dine and dnnce at restauhis forces to Fort Sumter. The flag was secured bit
meregood
neck,
lace
or
of
at
the
by his second in command, Capt. Abner Double-darants as much as they did last sealy a distinctive turnover collar of
son, but instead of choosing the exand remained in his possession until presentIn
a cessively
black and white tulle arranged
ed to the Smithsonian institution at Washington.
decollete gowns that have
modest decolletnge, may have cost as
In the National museum also Is the United much as a black and gold brocade of been fashionable, they prefer to be
States flag raised in New Orleans by the volunteer last season, trimmed with tulle and seen in frocks of silk and tulle, or
flag committee after the occupation in 1802. This metal and draped in a daring way lace, that are high at the back and
was the first Federal flag raised by citizens of any that focussed the attention. But the transparent, and have long, transparent sleeves.
of the Confederate states after the commence- effect of economy was there.
There Is a woman who pays $25
ment of hostilities. Here, too, is the flng of the
The majority of women think that
United States ship Kearsarge. In use at the time any undue display of apparel is in apiece for her gingham frocks made
of the surrender of the Confederate cruiser Ala- bad taste. They feel that the amount at an excellent house, and for that
bama, also the first United States flng raised in of money they pay for their clothes high price she could get satin or emRichmond after the surrender. This wns used os Is a private and personal matter; but broidery Jersey; but she wants to do
headquarters flng by Gen. E. O. C. Ord, U. S. A., that any visible and outward display
when he took possession of the city.
of the high cost of the gown Is a
'
The history of our war with Spain is Illus- public matter, and one that the public
trated nt the National museum by a series of flngs has a right to criticize.
of picturesque interest. There Is here the Spanish
The question of food is handled in
garrison flng used at Fort San Cristobal, San much the same way. If you have
Juan, Porto Rico, during the entire war, and been to anyone of the
e
dinflonted over the fort during the bombardment by ners given by the rich women of the
the American fleet. May 12, 1898. There is, too, country, you may have had to go home
the flog lowered from the customhouse nt the and take soda mint to forestall Indigesplaza. Ponce, Porto Rico, when it surrendered to tion.
the United States. The yellow stripe In this flng
There are three courses ; against that
was pointed red to give it a chance to escape there Is no discussion.
The quantity
Another flng here wns taken from of food that can be put into three
Identification.
Snntlngo.
still
is
and
another
the trenches before
courses forms the interesting part of
Infantry nt Porto Rico. this subject, but, mind you, the food
. a guidon used by Spanish
The museum Is also custodlnn of the pennant is not expensive and it is not elaborate
flown by Admlrnl Schley on the Brooklyn during ly prepared. The effect on the one
. the battle of Snntlogo.
who dines Is that the inner mun is
The United States Marine corps hns a number satisfied with nourishing food perfect
of flngs of vital Import. It Is proud of its tro- ly cooked.
phies, and well It mny be, for it wns the foremost
Onions and potatoes may cost a
In winning them. The Marine corps possesses the good
deal; rice may have gone up in
first American flag under fire In Cuba, This flng price ; chops may be much higher than
Guanta-tiamwns raised by the Mnrlne battnllon at
mushrooms with a French souce; but
the tenth of June, 1898, and flew during who can gainsay the effect of severe
the hundred hours of continuous fighting by the simplicity in the serving of this type
marines nt that point. After Its use in this en- of food?
gagement It was hauled down and sent to headJust what the women who serve
quarters nt Washington.
three courses have done to their cookAnothernoteworthy flng belonging to the corps ery is what the women of wealth
flng used by Sergennt Quick at the have done to their clothes.
. Is the slgnnl
battle of Cuzco. During the engngement the fleet
In this cherry-rip- e
See Effect of Economy.
girl
frock for
stationed In ihe bay, while firing on the enemy,
After the first hysteria of war econ the skirt is of white pique, the waist
was seriously endangering the unseen marines on omy was overi women saw its foolish- of thin white lawn, and the red cherland, who already had the Spaniards su.rrounded. ness in regard to apparel. A few facts ries that dot the surface are made In
A volunteer was requested to go out and signal sufficed to give them a different
cross-stitc- h
design.
to the fleet to stop firing. Sergennt Quick 'immediately responded, and In full view of the
When severnl dozen seamstresses her bit toward that dressmaker by
the Dolphin to stop had their engagements canceled for keeping the young girls ol salaries
enemy stood nnd
firing. The signal flng wns rent in severnl places, the spring season nnd were at their during the summer and, at the same
but the sergennt escaped Injury. For this act he wits' end to know how to pay the time, giving the appearance of simreceived a medal and honorable mention.
rent and get food, the women who en- plicity.
A number of smart women who lead
Among some later flags to come Into possession gaged these seamstresses to come to
of the Marine corps Is the lnrge United States their houses each season, quickly saw the styles have taken up striped outflag used by the marines during the siege of the that it was better to pay Wages than ing cloth for sports suits, and they
have succeeded in giving it character
legation In Peking nt the time of the Boxer riots. to give to charity.
When hundreds of gowns were and dash. This ordinary material is
It may be recalled that the guard of the Oregon
made-inta plaited skirt and blouse
served In Peking. This wns their post flag and thrown bock on dressmakers' hands,
and
trimmed
with bands of scallops
city
no
wall,
was
would
be
It
plea
where
there
Tartar
on
on
the
was planted
that
the
overcast with a buttonhole stitch. There
jealously guarded. Later it was hoisted on the money to pay for such extravagance,
is a turnover collar of white cambric,
ruins of the Imperinl Chlen Men ns a signal to and the dressmakers were compelled and a high,
soft belt of colored suede.
undersweeping
hns
being
sales
the
honor
that
hold
forces,
to
it
and
of
allied
the
They are also making sports Jackets
womrich
had
the
that their friends valued whatever clothes
the first signal the latter
of this outing flannel, trimming it
were still living. The flag shows its hard usage en had already bought, a new idea
with broad bands ot linen or taffeta,
at the hands of Its enemies, being torn in sev- concerning economy was bom in the to match the color
of the stripes.
eral places by volleys of shot nnd shell assail- brains of wealthy women.
(Copyright, 1917, by the McClure Newspaing It,
The second movement on the part
per Syndicate.)
Another Chinese memento possessed by the Ma- of masses of women was then directTo Clean Glove.
rine corps is a lnrge imperial flag captured on the ed toward providing money for those
New white kid gloves may be
walls of Tientsin by the marinea when they at- who worked, and at the same time
eliminating the appearance of waste cleaned by rubbing with a cloth damptacked the city. This is a large pennant-shnpe- d
'
ened with milk and rubbed on with
affair of turkey red, with enigmatical Chinese and extravagance.
The sane idea worked well in both soap. After gasoline has been used
characters In Its center.
directions; it kept the workers em-- on the gloves this method fails.

"

country rnh in history
and honor :: And the grand
old banner will soon be making
more history and n ceiving greater honor on the battlefields of
Northern France and Belgium

CLOTHES

ployed and gave them sufficient money
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Women. Eliminate Appearance of on which to Uve; and it did not offend the public. No one wants to apWaste and Extravagance
pear frivolous or unthinking In a crisis
in Their Frocks.
like this. When women are dressed In
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1PLICITY

at sninthood through a visit to the tomb of the
prophet at Mecca.
After the dervishes came the members of "Union
and Progress," the Young Turks, In Parisian dress.
Some of the faces were milk white ; now and then
one saw a gray head among them.
In the eyes of the dervishes burned the fire of
the past ; In the Young Turks that of the future.
Which one Is approuchlng his last hour In the

Ozman lnnds?
The hcud of a more conservative Turk enrae In
view, that of the new heir to the sultan's throne,
Vuhdeddin, of Persian type, long, narrow-nosefeatures resembling Abdul Hamid's.
One mny only conjecture concerning this representative of roynlty, grown up In the shade of the
harem walls, In constant companionship of women
of the Orient, who never divulge anything about
their lords and masters. The new crown prince Is
long past middle age. Behind hlra rode Prince
Medsld, aged and worn; In fact, the whole royal
family has left youth behind.
A group of Arabs came next;. The rays of the
cold spring sunlight threw pale gold over the fancy
costumes of these men of the desert.
A prominent merchant whispered : "They nre the
Arabs, of the faith, yet they do not obey Allah
he Is merciful, but because they fear him,
and not without reason. I fear that we cannot
trust thera In this holy war, at least some of
them. They value money too highly, especially
silver, although they have no contempt for gold."
New York Ilerald.
d
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THt SPANISH. AMERICAN

SHE HAS LAID HER

FOOD CONTROL

CRUTCHES ASIDE
Georgia Woman Was an Invalid
for Twenty-Tw- o
Long Years,
She Declares.

DILL IS PASSED
HOUSE

MEASURE

9,649,938

REGISTERED FARMS THE

OFFICIAL FIGURES, BY 8TATE8,
ON MEN ENROLLED FOR SELECTIVE SERVICE.

r

SOURCE

o

r

m&

OF WEALTH

EMPOWERS

PRESIDENT TO 8EIZE LIQUOR
NOW ON HAND FOR WAR.

Almost
f
of Total Number List
ed Claim Exemption for Various
Causes Included In Total
Are 6,000 Indians.
One-hal-

00 Wrk

Careful Tillage, Good Management and a Beneficent Soil. '

.

WALKS ANYWHERE

"I

TO

Am On My Feet Again After All
Tnete Yetre," She 8y Wants
Everybody to Know About
Tanlae.

"Tanloc has done a hundred times
more than I expected of It." said Mrs.
N. A. Bishop, of Roswell, Ga., "for I've
laid my crutches aside and am actually
doing an my own housework."
"I was a cripple with rheumatism
for a long time and for three years I
had to use crutches to get about on,
had severe pains in my hips and the
small of my back and for years I
hadn t been able to do any of my house
work to amount to anything.
I lost
my appetite and things didn't taste
right nor agree with me, and I was
constipated and had to be taking some
thing for It constantly. All my neigh
bora knew about my helpless condition,
for the fact Is, I was an invalid for go
ing on twenty-twyears.
"After I hod taken five bottles of
Tanlac I could walk anywhere I wanted
to go without my crutches, for I didn't
need them any more, so I laid them
aside. The rheumatic pains left me,
my appetite is good and I can eat any
.

BARS ALCOHOL MAKING

Washington. Following is the com
plete official registration by states as
given out by the War Department
BILL PROVIDING $152,500,000 FOR June 23. The figures show that al
f
most
the total of 9,649,938
ENFORCEMENT
OK LAW IS
men claim exemption for various
PASSED BY LARGE VOTE.
causes:
Number Estlm'd Claim's
(STATE.
Regis- - Regis- - ExempWestern Newspaper Union News Servio.
tton
tered. tratlon.
t
214,795 120.478
.... 173,828
Washington.
The administration Alabama
Arliona
303Í 34.814 12.248
food control bill, giving the President Arkansas .... 147.622 168.473
89.198
126,685
363.58
broad authority to control the distri California ... 297,632
83,038 112,577
Colorado
44.462
bution of food, feed and fuel, for war Connecticut . 169,761 158,287
tl,490
purposes, and appropriating $152,500,' Delaware .... 21,864 28.825 11,788
Delaware .... 21.864
29.826
11.788
000 for its enforcement and adminis84,683 106.675
Florida
47.413
231,418 254,893 157,4!)
tration, was passed by the House Georgia
52,020
41,469
21,942
laano
Saturday night, after
pro- Illinois
672,498
42.653 233.673
161,689
255,146 260,011
hibition provisions had been written Indiana
Iowa
216.694 212.882 118,649
into it.
1 46.6H6
Kansas
86,961
180,188
The vote was 365 to 5, Representa' Kentucky ... 187,673 204,948
157,837
93,563
...
171,883
Louisiana
tlves McLemore, Slayden and Young Maine
60,176
29,392
63,578
of Texas, Denis., and Meeker, Mo., and Maryland .... 120,458 126,200
68.748
359.323
367,285
147.607
Massachusetts
Ward, N. Y., Reps., voting in the nega Michigan
.... 372,872 828,154 183.270
one-hal-

-

tive.

After several hours of parliamen
tary sparring, during which the pro
hibitory proposals were thrown out re
peatedly on points of order, the Prohi
bition element ' got the upper hand
and forced adoption of amendments
which would forbid the use of any
foodstuffs during the war for making
thing I want without the least bit of intoxicants and would give the PresiAs I said before, I am on dent authority to take over, in his
trouble.
my feet and doing my own housework discretion, all stocks of distilled
again after all these years. I want liquors.
everybody to know about Tanlac, for
The bill now goes to the Senate,
It is certainly wonderful."
where It probably will be substituted
There is a Tanlac dealer la your for similar measures already under
town. Adv.
consideration. Leaders hope to get
the measure to conference by July 1
The trouble with scandal Is that peo- Few Important changes were made by
pie are all so willing to believe It.
the House outside the prohibition seco

tion.

The control powers of the Presi
dent were limited to articles specifi
cally mentioned in the bill, instead of
giving him blanket authority; volun
Had Best of It
tary aids in control work were made
"
get
Stude I'm all right, but I can't
subject to the penal provision; all
my breath.
persons in the food administration
Well,
you're extremely except those serving without
Prude
compel
lucky. llurvard Lampoon.
aation were placed under civil serv
ice; and the President was required
Fully Qualified.
to make an annual report on the op
The clergyman had advertised for a eration of the bill.
butler, and the next morning after
FORM "STORMING BATTALIONS."
breakfast a
young man in black was ushered Into
German
Sunk by U. S. Freight
his study.
er
Heavy Losses,
Italians
Inflict
"Name, please?" asked the clergy
on Austrian.
man.
Pefrograd. One of the most favor
"Hilary Arbuthnot, sir."
able features, of the situation on the
Age?"
front is the formation of "storming
"Twenty-eight.- "
battalions" which are newly created
you
accusbeen
"What work have
army uni'.s composed of soldiers who
tomed to?"
favor a policy of active fighting.
"I am a lawyer, sir."
was
The clergyman started. This
Washington. Confirmation of the
odd. However, he knew many were
sinking of a German submarine by the
called in the law, but few chosen.
navy gunner crey of an armer Ameri
"But," he said, "do you understand can merchantman was received by the
the conduct of a household?"
Navy Department in a report from
"In a general way, yes," murmured Chief Boatswain's Mate O. J. Gulllck-son- ,
,
the applicant
commanding the gunners.
"Can you carve?"
"Yes."
In capturing the important height of
"Wash glass and silver?"
Monte Ortigara the Italians also cap"I er think so.."
tured heavy artillery and inflicted
The young man seemed embarrassed. heavy losses on the Austrians.
He frowned and blushed. Just then
Germans are making desperate ef
the clergyman's wife entered.
forts to force the French back near
"Are you married?" was the first the western end of the Chemin des
question.
Dames, which protects the German
"That," said the young man, "was fortress of Laon. Near Froldmont
what I called to see your husband farm the crown prince has gained
about, madam. I desire to know If he some ground.
can make it convenient to officiate at
Blasts and fires destroyed many
my wedding at noon next Thursday German munition plants.
week."
Dr. von Seydler, it is said, will head
the new Austrian cabinet.
Germans In the Qjiampagne have
retaken ground east of Mont Carnil-la- t
lost last week. French report capture of positions in this same sector.
Red Crow Bag Bias makes the laundress
bappy, makes clothes whiter than snow,
All good grocers. Adv.

well-dresse-

clean-shave-

n

For Building

1

Up QuicHly
Erobably the very
you can
select is
Grape-Nat- s.

barley

digests

easily and quickly,
"and the flavor is
delicious.

Italian Admits Slaying Cruger Girl.
Boloena. Italy. Alfredo Cocchl, the
fueitive New York motorcycle dealer.
abandoned his pretense of innocence
the murder of Ruth Cruícer and
confessed his guilt. Jealousy was his
j
motive.

'

"There's a Reason"

,

tor

Grape-Nut- s

Pledges Russia's Devotion to Entente,
Washington. The new Russian's de.
votlon to the cause of democracy
against autocracy was repledged In
ringing phrases by Special Ambassa
dor Bakmetieff, head of the Russian
war mission, speaking to a wildly applauding Joint session of the Senate
"With all emphasis,'
and House.
said the ambassador, "may I state
that, Russia rejects any Idea of a
separate peace. What Russia is aiming at is the establishment of a firm
and lasting peace between democratic
nations. The triumph of German autocracy would render such a peace
Impossible.
Russia will not fail to be
a worthy partner in the league of
honor."
Pacific Fleet on Brazil Coast.
Rio Janeiro, Brazil. Rear Admiral
William B. Caperton, commander In
chief of the Pacific fleet of the United
States navy, and the members of his
staff have been received with honors
here.

It contains the
mineral salts and
energy values- all
the nutriment of
whole wheat and

''

Western Newipaper Union Newi Service.

Minnesota
Mississippi

...

221,747 246,051
139,625 177,606
299,825 826.001
88,273
Montana
73.464
Nebraska .... 118,123 129,958
11,894
Nevada
16.600
New Hamp. . 37,642
36,678
New Jersey .. 800,742 309.663
New Mexico . 32,202
86.678
New York ..1,047,896 1,010,208
N. Carolina ,. 200,032
194.066
N. Dakota
65,007
70.183
Ohio
665,884 498,689
Oklahoma,
169.211 215,312
Oregon
62,618 118,150
Pennsylvania. 830,607 879,378
Rhode Inland. 63,458
60.790
Carolina .. 128.039 137,861
8. Dakota ...
68,014
64.780
Tennessee
187.611 198.479
408,702 425.32
Texas
Utah
41.952
46.688
36,826
29,658
Vermont
Virginia
181,826 211,833
Washington . 108330 212.624
W. Virginia . 127,409 142,858
Wisconsin- ... 240,170 229,597
Wyoming- ....
27,820
22.848
MlsHOuri

..

....

...
...

a

...

....

109,386
96.534
181.211
37.833
64,6X6
4,167

15,993
137.119
17,685
476,498
133,614
29,963
301,733
110,417
83.944
396.654
22,14
85,886
29,292
126.822
229,775
22,766
13.284
104,854
68.141
72,083
116,149

Kentucky and Wyoming exemption
claims not yet officially reported.
In the fotal registration of 9,649,938
are included 0,001 Indians, reported by
the Department of the Interior.
On the whole, Provost Marshal General Crowder considers the registrar
tlon 100 per cent, as including the
ellgibles already in the federal service the figures would be within a few
thousand of the census estimate of
10,298,104.

Throughout the country the local
boards organized to carry out the
of the selective service act as
Instructed by the President. There
are approximately 4,000 of these
boards each of three members. They
were appointed by the President,
largely on the recommendation of the
state authorities.
The boards are expected to have
every registrant numbered, as the
drafting will be done by number instead of by name. The local boards
will number the men registered there
and send the numbered cards to the
adjutant general of the state in which
they are located.
Each state's numerals will be from
No. 1 upward. Numbers to correspond
with the numbers in the states will be
located in the provost marshal gen
eral's office in Washington. When the
selection begins and it is expected
to begin not later than the second
week of July
the numbers will be
drawn from a Jury wheel in Washington. There will be a separate selec
tion for each state so each state may
be called upon for its quota and one
state may not be forced to supply
more men proportionately than an
other. President Wilson will proclaim
the number of men each state must
supply. The President also will set
a day for the selection.
The numbers drawn then will be
telegraphed from Washington to the
governors of the various states. Theywill notify the adjutant general, who
holds the corresponding numbered
cards, and the adjutant general will
notify the local boards under whose
Jurisdiction the selected men are.
The onus of determining whether
or not he has been drawn lies with
the man himself. Plentiful provisions
have been made for letting each man
know whether or not he has been
drawn.
Four copies of the registra
tion list and the number he iears are
to be made public, one being placed
at the office of the local board and
another being made available for the
press.
When a man learns he has been
drawn, he Is privileged to appear before the exempt'on board of his district and plead his case for exemption,
if he considers he has one. There also
will be a board of appeal for each
Judicial district.
An investigation has been ordered
to determine the reason for the small
registration on the Pacific coast,
where barely more than 50 per cent of
the estimated figures showed in the
registration.
If 'finally forced to serve, the man
will be acquainted by presidential
proclamation of the date he must report for service and will be told where
to report by the local board. This
date has been definitely set for Sept.
1st. Wo- - ' is being rushed on the cantonments lO hav them ready by that

'
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said:
"The farm is the chief source of
wealth. We have now three transcontinental railways with branches running through thousands of miles of
the very best undeveloped agricultural
land In the world.
In the natural
course of things, these must attract
Immigration. The products of the farm
are now commanding the highest
prices ever known, and In my opinion
even after the end of the war, high
prices for foodstuffs must continue to
prevail.
With the mechanical appli
ances now available for farm work, the
farmer needs no considerable supply
of extra capital, but should be helped
to the extent needed upon good security. The food supply of the world Is
short, the demand Is likely to Increase
rather than decrease. Development
of mines, exténsion of factories and
the reconstruction of devastated Europe must all call for supplies for the
On the whole, the farmer
workers.
has been helped rather than hurt by
the war, and will continue to be, at
least for a long time to come."
Many men of authority and Intelli
gence support whnt the vice president
has said, and their statements are
borne out by the facts that readily preg
sent themselves. The different
countries of Europe have
been robbed of the man power that developed their agriculture, the farms
have been devastated and laid waste.
Full and complete reliance will have to
be placed on the United States and
Canada, tfnd from what we see today,
it will take the combined forces of
these two countries to come anywhere
near meeting the cry that will go out
for food. The warnings and appeals
sent out by the heads of these two
countries are none too soon nor too
urgent. Therefore, It becomes nec
essary for those who can produce to
exert themselves. Secure land, rent it,
buy it. Get It somewhere, some way,
and have It operated. The Canadian
Government, sending out Its appeal, is
not selfish in this matter. Thousands
of acres in the United States await
the tiller's efforts, and none of it

Many Women in this Condition Regain Health by Taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Convincing Proof of This Fact
Ridgway, Perm.
"I Buffered from female
trouble with backache and pain in my side for over
seven months so I could not do any of my work. I
was treated by three different doctors and was
getting 'discouraged when my
told me
how Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
helped her. I decided to try it, and it restored my
health, so I now do all of my housework which is
not light as I have a little boy three years old."
sister-in-la-

Mrs. Lindsey Now Keeps House For Seven.
Tennille, Ga. "I want to tell you how much I have been benefited
by Lydia E. rinkham's Vegetable Compound. About eight years ago I
got in such a low state of health I was unable to keep house for three in
the family. I had dull, tired, dizzy feelings, cold feet and hands nearly
all the time and could scarcely sleep at all The doctor said I had a
severe case of ulceration and without an operation I would always
be an invalid, but I told him I wanted to wait awhile. Our druggist
advised my husband to get Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and it has entirely cured me. Now I keep house for seven and work
in the garden some, toa I am so thankful I got this medicine. I feel
as though it saved my life and have recommended it to others and
they have been benefited". Mrs. W. E. Lindsey, R, R. 3, Tennille, Ga.

If you want special advice write to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will be jpenedi
read and answered by a woman and held in strict confidence.
Its Style.
'The anti trust laws of the future
will have teeth."
"Humph ! You must meiin that for
hltltig stircusm."
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TYPHOID

experience bu demoostrsteA
the elmoet mirscnloisi effr-Ceey, end barmlessnets, of Antityphoid VsccinstJoa. '
Be vaccinated NOW by your physician, ycm sa4
your family. It la mace vital than house Insurance.
Ask rout phyilclin, druf gist, or send f oí "Han
you had Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,'
results from us , and danger from Typhoid Carriers, j

curra larokatory. bcikiuy, cali
essuss maesa a. eos.
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Mrs. O. M. RniNES, Ridgway, Penn.

Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
any kind of a corn, can harmlessly be
lifted right out with the fingers if you
apply upon the corn a few drops of
freezone, says a Cincinnati authority.
For little cost one can get a small
bottle of freezone at any drug store,
which will positively rid one's feet of
every corn or callus without pain.
This simple drug dries the moment
It Is applied and does not even irritate the surrounding skin while applying it or afterwards.
This announcement will Interest
many of our readers. If your druggist
any freezone tell hlra to surely
should be idle.
Canada, too, offers hasn't
get a small bottle for you from his
wonderful advantages, with Its free
wholesale drug house. adv.
lands, to those
lands and its
Imdesirous of helping the nation, and
You can always reach the hearts of
proving their own condition at the
same time. Many are takühg advan- men and women by stuffing them the
men with food, the women with flattage of this wonderful opportunity.
tery.
Advertisement.
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Kidney trouble preys

on the mind, discourages)

Af")

and lessens
ambition;
beauty, vifror and
fulness often disappear
ViUEiTt wnen the kidneys are out
of order or diseased.
For good resulta
use Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
the great
kidney medicine. At druggists, Sample
size bottle by Parcel Post, also" pamphlet.
Address Dr. Kilmer A Co., Blnghamton,
N. Y., and enclose ten cents. When writing mention this paper.
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Remedy for

f Constipation and
1 and Fevmsnn

I

Diarrhoei

Loss of Su?

What is CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops
and Soothing Syrups. It Is pleasant It contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor other narcotic substance. Its age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty years it has been in constant use for the
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising therefrom, and by regulating the
Stomach and Bowels, aids the assimilation of Food; giving
healthy and natural sleep. The Children's Panacea The

Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Beara the Signature of
jmjCEtrrAOTCoWfim
mrrrsLtr viirsrv

time.

Many Killed and" Wounded by Blast.
Arrest Two Suffragists.
Amsterdam. More than 1,000 per- Washington.
The police quickly
are
injured
or
sons, were killed or,;
missing m consequence of an explo- blocked another attempt by suffrafactories at Bios-we- gists to display a banner in- - front of
sion in munitions
'
'
the White House gatea.
'

Reading the reports of the managers
of the chartered banks in Canada, one
is Struck by the wonderful showing
that they have made during the past
two or three years. They are careful
in their statements, and while they
attribute the success that they have
met with, together with that which has
followed other lines of business, they
are careful to emphasize the fact that
the condition of big business may not
continue,
On the other hand, they
point out that the material and fundamental source of wealth is the farm.
While other lines of business may have
their setbacks, and while care and
scrupulous care, will have to be exercised to keep an even balance, there
l
but Httle risk to the farmer who on
economic and studied lines will carry
on his branch of Industry hnd endeavor
to produce whnt the world wants not
only todny, but for a long distance Into
the future, with a greusor demand thna
ever In the past. ,
Speaking recently before a Canadian
bank board at its annual meeting, the
vice president, once a farmer himself,
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Personal Mention

: ard but have had lessons in the
advantage o. Discretion.

Prairie View

1

Mr. and Mrs. Leo Wagones
I. C. Floersheim, editor of the
Springer Times, drove down to (spent Sunday at the Pint home.
Roy Saturday the spent Sunday
Edna Grunig and her sister
interesting
at the parental, J. Floersheim
Herman Goodman sends us a The most
Mrs.
Bachman spent Tuesday
on Subscription Ac- -' tion to reach our exchange table home.
with Mrs. Zoe Deubler.
count. He promises to be up to this week is The Forward" a
Mrs. J. Floersheim is not . yet
Roy after the Fourth but is, at new paper just started by the
Eevey body very busy building
present busy in securing the prisoners in the New Mexico fully recovered from injuries re- barger and getting things in or"Ozark Trail" and is going to Penitentiary. It is a little three ceived in a fall some weeks ago. der for harvest,
Amarillo with a gang of 160 cars column folio printed with old
The Red ' Cross Ladies met Mr. and Mrs. Weisdorfer spent
from Las Vegas and Tucumcari tpye and evidently by one who
to bring the trail back with them knows something of the mechan- with Mrs. Nellie Willcox Monday Sunday at the Horton Home near
He sends regards to friends in ical as well as editorial detail of afternoon on special business. Solano.
They have made a record to be
printing.
Roy.
i
Lawrence Butler and family
The July 4th program, Base proud of on this mesa and especSunday evening at the Bill
spent
Mrs. C. L. Wensell returned Ball games, Prison roster, Pri- ially in Roy.
Weisdorfer
home.
Sunday from an extended visit son farm activites, management
with relatives and friends in sanitation and many other things
Fern Depew is staying in town
Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson this
Missouri. Her Sister accompa intimate to prison life are played
week at the Plumlee home
nied her and will remain for up interestingly. The purchase drove to Raton in his car Satur- while Miss Hall tukes a vacation
of Liberty Bonds by a prisoner day and visited his brother-in-lasome time here.
and Mrs. Plumlee is in charge of
wftn money earned in his leisure Will King and family over Sun- the Hospital.
leading day,
.
.
Bias Sanchez.' of Wagon Mound hours is featured and the
The "Needle Club" meetihg
ably
and
fey
No.
editorial
is
this .
covnrai
uMin
... r?
,
,
Ju,wiw
with
Mrs. Martinez last WednesWe
had
fully,
expected to ree
uine uie
week. He did not favor this sincerely written--vday
was
an ideal affair, with
cord
two
weddings which would
of it
office with a call and we are not liberty of copying a part
Livingston
Rhoda
and Fern De"Previous to the entry of the deserve the supreme limit of our
advised as to his mission here.
pew
giving
fine
Recitations
some
United States in the present war vocabulary to do ample justice
country
by
song
and
to
all,
our
a
of
this
week
but
"D--nothing
the
Miss Lucero, a daughter of such expressions as
'
The meeting was ended with
with doin' so far as we can learn.
Everisto Lucro, of Union County United States." "Toh
dainty
refreshments.
is a guest of friends in Roy this the Government," and other in
Con Smith and family, of provectives of more lurid and force
Mrs.
week.
H. A. Bachman and
ful character were directed a tection Kansas drove into Roy; daughter Jean arrived Saturday
The Carter Vaudeville Show gainst society in general by a last Saturday in their Ford to to visit her parents, Chas. Depew
drove into town Tuesday and will large percentage of the inmates look after his ranch over in the and family. Mrs. Depew gave
give an entertainment here this of this Institution, in denouncing breaks southwest of Roy. He is her a splendid surprise dinner
printed bills the law which placed them here. going to either buy more land or Sunday in honor of her birthday
week. The
Convicts, like their more for sell this ranch or lease it while and her sister Mrs. Owen Bntler
for this and many other points
for them. Mr. Carter his wife tunate brothers, are unwilling to here'and he has the earmarks of had singing and served
and baby are the whole show accept the rsponsibility of their a livewire.
and cake in the afternoon.
which consists of Contortionist own errors, , and in morose
and Acropatic stunts and Mind moments will attempt to vindireading and other interesting cate themselves.
Since the entry of the United
things.
States in the present conflict,
John Reed was operated on at patriotism has wrought a great
Dr. Plumlee's Hospital last week change, or has rather shown the
for appendicitis. The appendix true morale of the convict. Great
o
was removed and he is rallying interest is now manifested in
very satisfactorily. It was a National affairs, particularly mil
The writer has heard
serious operation as the organ itary.
speak,
whose remarks remen
long
required
a
diseased
and
was
garding
United
the
States in gen
course of treatment to prepare
now
Harvest will soon be here do not put off buying
sisvery
were.
bitter,
eral
him for the operation. HÍ3
your
supplie until the last minute.
every
championing
its
ter. Miss Etta Reed is with him
aiding in caring for him during ;nove.
Siciety in general does not
convalescence,
ordinar-l- y
look upon an
discharged, as reformed. The
Patrons of the Home Restauaverage
litconvict desirous of leadrant are pleased to have their
clean
ing
life soon realizes this
a
tle favorite, Miss Gladys Hern,
discouraged
and ultibecomes
assisting as dining room girl at
among
those
society
mately
seeks
that popular hostelry.
social
who will receive him as a
HARNESS and Harness Fittings Wagons & Trucks
Dr. Hofer, Roy's Chiropractor equal, which is the lower or crimWrenches, Pliers and Tools of every Description.
became seriously ill Sunday and inal element. As environment
moulding
in
is
factor
a
dominant
HosPlumlee's
Dr.
to
was taken
pital where he is under treat- a person's character, the result
ment. The Dr. had planned a is, a continuation of a life of
Mc Cormack Headers
Mc Cormack Binders
special program for Christian crime.
to'
want
serve
convicts
'The
evening
Endeavor for Sunday
but was unable to be present to their country. They want to go
at the Front, they would like to
carry it through.
Look over your
The above are only a few sggestions,
enlist in the Army aside from
machinery carefully uow and be ready for harvest when
Irvin Ggden Jr, and wife en- the realization that honorable
it comes'
tertained a company of friends military service will do more to
NO HARVEST NEED TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
Sunday evenins, Ice cream be- ward the reestablishment of their
to receive prompt and careful attention.
ing the great attraction aside character than anything else.
for
opportunity
What
better
socially.
good
time
a
from
reestablishing a man's character
and effecting complete reformaF. A. Lowell and wife are in
by touching his
Roy this week at the bedside of tion, exists, that
through Pa
sensibilities
finer
her mother Mrs. McClure.
triotism' and confidence, which
will be effected by permitting
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George
his enlistment in the Army."
Cochrne, of Mills at Dr. Self's
Hospital in Roy, Tuesday June
A very ably written and, in
26th. a boy, weight 6 2 pounds
things that we ourselves
the
Reports all to the good and big
know,
truthful statement has
brother will now have to take a
by this office. It
received
been
back seat.
is unsigned and presents charges
against certain parties which we
Women Users Of Tobacco.
CARD, OF THANKS
"Preserving Flowers With Wax.
do not know to be true but which
Smoking by women of the educated
It is not generally known that many
We desire to publicly offer our
if true, need the light of pub class In England is so recent a reviv- kinds oí flowers may be preserved In
thanks to the many kind friends
al that we are rather apt to forget lifelike condition with, wax. Ordinary
licity.
that, taking the sex all the world over, candles may be used, and to prepare
whd so generously and sympa
We should be glad to print a probably the majority smoke, and of the wax, It Is only
needful to cut up
thetically aided us in our hours
part of this statement over the those who do the pipe Is the form of the candles rnto chnriks, taking away
tragic
the
in
bereavement
cf
generally favored. In Jap- the wicks. The wax is then melted
signaturd' of some responsible Indulgence
an, for example, woman has smoked in a saucepan over a flnrae, and when
death of our beloved husband
writer but don't feel equal to ever since tobacco wos Introduced, and the whole Is liquid, the flowers may
and father.
presenting it on our own respon Invariably used the pipe of metal With; be treated. fEach bloom should be
Mrs. Retta Kelly,
the tiny bowl holding only sufficient quite dry on the surface, that is, there
sibility.
tobacco to prov!dehalf a dozen whiffs, should 'be no Tain or dewdrops on th
Miss Lillian Kelly,
Ass'n which was In universal use until th, petals. Take 'the Ulossoras
The N. M.
separately
and a prominent Corporation cigarette entered Japan with other ánd 'dip 'them for a moment or n
our
In
western
Innovations.
owf.
Are you running a Header this come in for condemnation and country, especially In Ireland, the Into the liquid wax, constantly mov'them about. Immerse the blos' Harvest? If si you will want a the long practiced policy of sad peasant woman is often to be seen ing
som completely and also an 'inch qi
book of contract notes. These dling the burdens of taxes on the with a pipe In her mouth) and It li ' to of the stem. 'Then take them out
gmerully a clay. London Cbrwlcla.
and wave about In Jhemlrto'dry.
are very convenient for keeping common people that is evaded by
all
very
we
which
safe rich corporations
your record on and a
rDldo'i "Count
'Alrliuj a Qrlevance.
"Yon say Uiere was parental objechandled right
and practical way of accounting. know about-a- s
"Is Meddlers a successful manor at
to
tion
the
matchf
all in all it is a little too
Book of 50 blanks with your but
"Yes, bnt It didn't amount to much." falrsT'
-"I don't know liow tie 'manages bis
name printed in - - 50 cents itmnc for a lieht weight like
Why aor
own
and other peoples' wff airs,
"Her father wca' doing
to handle.
'the ob-- bat 'Hffatrs
while you wait. At the
the
he ha$ eerttttufy 'incite nuess ol
Jectltj."
We don't think we are a cow
Office.
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Buy noy, from Complete Stock"
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With mm impulse Im Inulas lynml
U arm; villi m (pint they pledgad
thamnlvas to eata auW "to be nadir"
(or ÜM InM
with on accord and haart Uw continent criad.
Liberty or üoalfc." Gaorgo Bancroft.
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Header Forks
Binder Twine
Harvester Oil
Header Barge Clamps and Bolts
Cushman Gasoline Engines

Full Line, Mc Cormack Repairs
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The bloody encounter at Lexington
the blood of the patriot'
and Oiled' then:

In 1775 fired

with burning de
sire to do sonic
heroic deed In defense of the ebl-1

e s.

reached

Word
Col

Ethan Allen tc
raise the Green

for my country." And It is flora
that makes one of his heroes soy: "It
is sweet and glorious to die for one's
country." There have been many and
striking Illustration oí this in 'our
country's history. It Is snld that the
Untimely fate of Col. Owen Itdberta,
who fell at Stono, was cause of universal regret He was an Inflexible
patriot, an excellent disciplinarian,
nnd enthusiast In pursuit of military
fame. " His son, who was In the achearing of his misfortune,
tion,
hastened to him. The expiring veteran perceiving in his countenance the
liveliest sorrow, addressed him with
great composure: "I rejoice, my' boy,
once again to see and to embrace you.
Receive this sword, which has never
been tarnished by dishonor, nnd let it
not be Inactive while the liberty of
our country Is endangered. Take my
last adieu, accept my blessings, and return to your duty."
X

Mountain

boys and If possible surprise and THE SWORD OF WASHINGTON

take the fortress
Ticonderogu
of
lOager
for such
exploit he milled 2'M of the valiant
mountain boys and on the ninth day of
May, 177.", succeeded in petting a to
hoiits and transported S3 wen ñeros?
the hike, itiid sent the boats back for
the rest of the men. rut .day now 'be-

The
The sword of Washington.
staff of Franklin. Oh, sir, what associations are linked with these names I
whose sword,
Washington
as my
friend has said, was never drawn but
In the cause of his country, and never
sheathed when wielded in his country's cause.
Franklin the philosogun to dawn nnd Colonel Allen real- pher of the thunderbolt, the printing
ized that If the attempt against the press, nnd the plow share. John
fort were to succeed he nnd his daring Quincy Adams.
expedition must net at once.
Nothing daunted by the fact that
To be prepared for war Is one cí
their force was so few, and making up the most effectual means of preservin patriotic devotion what they lacked ing peace. Washington.
Colonel Allen called for

In numbers,

volunteers for the perilous venture.
"I do not urge any to enter on this
enterprise contrary to Ills will, Inasmuch as it Is a desperate attempt, GREAT MEN USUALLY SILENT
which noue but the bravest of men
dare undertake," cried Colonel Al- Acknowledged Leaders cf the Raes
len. "You that will undertake volunHave Been Content to Let Their
Every
beeds Spea! for Them.
tarily, poise your firelock."
man poised his firelock.
lie Immediately formed them into
line nod at their head advanced on
the gate of the fortress. The sentry
snapped his fuse at the colonel nnd
then retreated to the parade within
Allen and his men
the garrison.
quickly followed nnd formed In the
parade. The garrison was asleep all
but the sentries who did not fully
Allen
sense what was transpiring.
and his men gave three huzzas, nnd
one of the sentries made a pass a one
of the men with a charged bayonet
and slightly wounded him.
Allen was about to run iim through
with his sword but thought better of
It nnd only slightly wounded him on
the head whereon he dropped his gun
and begged for quarter. Tills granted he showed Colonel Allen the officers' quarters whither the Intrepid
commander rushed nnd compelled the
Captain Delaplnce, to
commander,
come forth nnd deliver over the entire garrison on threat of putting the
entire force to the sword.
"By what authority?" demanded
Captain Delaplace.
"In the nnme of the flrcnt Jehovah
nnd the Continental Congress," thundered Allen, as he raised his sword
In the meanover Delaplace'sliead.
time the Green Mountain hoys had not
been Idle but had beaten down the
barracks' doors and had about n third
of the garrison prisoners. With stuttered expostulation the commander
forthwith submitted nnd the fort was
completely In the hands of Colonel Allen, who In his own account of the exploit says:
"The sun seemed to rise that morna
ing .with a superior luster, and
nnd its dependencies smiled
on its conquerors,"

Genius has always been nccompaniro
by briefness of speech, as may be seen
hy th following list, remarks London
Napoleon rarely spoke when he could
avoid it, while Wellington was similarly silent. Lord Kitchener was positively, sphlnsllke In his reserve, Lord
Pnlmerston was proverbially silent,
while William Pitt throughout his meteoric career was given to long periods
of silence.
Sir Isaac Newton, world famous as a
scientist, rarely spoke save to anwrr
n question.
Darwin wrote much, but
spoke little, while Lord Kelvin was
among the most mute of great n:en.
Tit-Tilt-

Authors are rarely great talkers.
Tolstoi, the most amiable of men, was

reserved In conversation, and at time'
absolutely mute. Ilalznc, the great
French romanticist, when engaged In
thinking out n new work often passed'
several days talking to no one but him-

Tlcon-derog-
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Low Cost of Titles.
A group of northerners nt a hotel
In Louisville were poking fun at the
partiality of Southerners for the titles
of "colonel," "major," and "Judge."
"What Is a colonel hereabouts?"
nskefl one of the group, and there ima discussion.
mediately followed
Finally a colored attendant was drawn

;

'
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DYING

ONE'S

FOR

COUNTRY

"Death Never Comes Too Soon,
Necessary in Defense of Our
Country." Story.

14
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It

was Nathan Hale who said,

regret that I have ut

cmc

lite to

"1

Josa

"One Price to All"

Wilson Company
Mills, New mex.

self.
Beethoven was reticent, Mozart sparing In hfs speech, while it is said of
Chopin that he loved silence betfer
even than music, nnd Wagner, savi
when- discussing musical matters, was
silent even to the point of rudeness.
Among the most silent of the world'f
grent men were the late Lord Tennyson and Thomas Carlyle.

genis,"
"Well,
said the negro,
"dere's lots of ways to answer dat
question.
I'se knowed folks wliut
was born kunnels it Jest run in de
blood fob glnerntlons. An' I'se knowed
folks what was Jest app'lnted to be
An' yit others wbat was
kunnels.
made kunnels by beln' kind to niggers.
Foh instance, any man dut gives me n
dollah is a kunnel to me heneefo'th
forevah." Everybody's Magazine.
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famous Hue
of "Uawtflnw" Bicycle, shown in full color in our big new Catalogue Just off the press. Thrre
(83) other, also, shown at prices running from 011.78, 0 13.15, $18
reeiirhty-thre- e
rider, at a price nude possible only by our
up. There is a ME AO Bicycle for

.74

mwjf

sales plan.
bat write TODAY for this new Catalogue of "Raneer" Wcycles, '
CCKfl fall l"f!JXV
lasWiafcl Tires and Sundries al prieos to low UttV will (Ulunlilh you. Also,
wCflU
deliver to you all tharge pnpaid your choice of any
full particulars of our great new offer to you
may select for ONU MONTH'S
Rti! TRIAL.
of the 94 kmdsof "RANGER" Bicycles
This wonderful offer is fwiiiirteJK oenuin. No one criticises your choice if it's 'Rner" the
country.
Bicycle
in the
most popular, largest selling
wlthCter-Brakes- .
Inner Tubes, Flee-- "
itSSsJKepair
trie IAghtinv OuíUí, all the newt ideas
IliifaSl
gundrfes'as
well a the
farts and Combination Offers for
and
in Bicycle equipment
sefitting your old Bicycle-- all shown fully illustrated, at HALF USUAL PRICKS. Our new
Bicycle
any
concern.
Even if you do not need new
TJatalogue is the largest ever issued by
Bicycle now., er Repair Parts, Tires, etc. , for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to kll yon
the prices yon should pay when you do buy.
We wan taltider Agent In every neighborhood to ride
and exhibit the new "RANGER." You can select tb
wa.nl
aartkulartyle suited to your own needs. Boy and young men in an parts ef the conntry aie
aiding" Rangers" nnd taming orders from their friends. They make a good commuMion on every
ale and socan you. Our great output, perfected methods and machinery enable a to. acll
""flua'sfcy" Bicycles at prices below all competitor.
.
BUPfUta. Our big. new Catalog" ntao give tertw
WTOftttrCUE AH AtTTOMOft-n,Thousands of our Bicycle" custcwra of generation MS
paceeo these line at llowmt
(her know Head" quality and price re
, beca
buying
"Vuto"uodriesef
Ibeir
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mit
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